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INTRODUCTION 
The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1 970 created an extensive and detailed 
set of regulations that applied to most private employers in the United States who had not 
been covered by previous safety legislation. Under the OSH Act, employers are required to 
keep records of all work-related deaths, all occupational illnesses, and those work-
related injuries that result in at least one lost workday or that involve restriction of 
work, loss of consciousness, transfer to another job, termination of work, or medical 
treatment beyond first aid. It is hoped that keeping these records wi II encourage both 
employers and workers to be more aware of unsafe and unhealthful working conditions. 
The United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics is the federal 
agency authorized under the Act to develop and maintain the annual occupational injury and 
illness survey program and has created a federal/state cooperative system to fulfill this 
function. The Maine Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Standards, Research and 
Statistics Division is the agency designated to collect, compile, and analyze the injury 
and illness data for the State of Maine. The results of this cooperative program are 
presented in th is report. 
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L 1983 SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS 
Recordable occupational injuries and illnesses occurred at an estimated rate of 
11.0 cases for every 100 full-time workers during 1983. This was an increase of only 
about one case per thousand workers, within 1 % of the 1982 total case incidence rate of 
10.9 injuries and illnesses per 100 workers. 
On the average, in the private sector in Maine, about one worker in 10 suffered an 
occupational injury or illness during 1983. This represents no significant change from 
last year's survey results. 
There were about 31,400 occupational injuries and illnesses during 1983, of which 
slightly more than half, or about 16, 100, involved one or more lost workdays. From 1982 
to 1983, the number of recordable injuries and illnesses rose by about 800 cases or by 
just under 3%. About 56% of th is increase in the number of reported cases can be 
attributed to changes in employment, which itself increased during the same period by 
about 2%. This rise both in employment and in the number of cases resulted in the total 
case incidence rate being nearly unchanged. 
About 95% of all job-related injuries and illnesses in Maine's private sector 
during ·t 983 were injuries; only about 5% were illnesses. 
There were about 29,800 injuries recorded in Maine in 1983, an increase of about 
3%, or about 900 cases more than in 1982. Since private sector hours of work increased 
also but by less than that amount, the incidence rate of injuries rose only minimally, 
from 10.3 in 1982 to 10.4 in 1983. The number of lost workdays due to injury declined 
slightly in 1983 to about 282,700 days. 
The estimated number of occupational i 11 nesses decreased from 1 982 to 1 983 by 
about 4% to about 1,600 cases, the first decline since 1978. The number of workdays lost 
due to illness also dropped about 4% to about 32,000 days in 1983. The number of 
illnesses associated with repeated trauma again increased from 1982 to 1983, but by only 
about 5% which was the smallest annual increase in that category since 1978. Al I other 
categories of illness decreased in number from 1982 to 1983 except respiratory diseases 
due to toxic agents and dust diseases of the lungs, which reported about the same number 
of cases both years. 
Altogether, about 314,600 lost workdays were recorded in 1983, about 284,800 days 
away from work plus about 29,800 days of restricted work activity. This means that 
recordable occupational injuries and illnesses during 1983 resulted in the loss to Maine's 
private sector economy of over 1,250 worker-years of labor. This represents a slight 
improvement from 1982 when nearly 5,000 more lost workdays were recorded. This, along 
with the slight increase in private sector hours of work, resulted in the incidence rate 
for lost workdays dropping by about 3%. 
On the average, each lost workday case in 1983 resulted in 20 workdays lost, down 
from last year's figure of 21 lost workdays per lost workday case. Each lost workday 
injury in 1983 involved an average of 19 lost workdays, while for illnesses the figure was 
almost double, 37 lost workdays per lost workday illness. 
From 1982 to 1983, total case incidence rates declined for five industry divisions 
and rose for three. The Wholesale Trade Industry experienced the greatest rise, with 
lesser increases in the Retail Trade and Services Industries. The divisions experiencing 
incidence rate reductions were Agriculture, Construction, Manufacturing, Transportation, 
and Finance. 
Of the 43 Major Industry Groups for which rates were published in 1983, 22 groups 
experienced greater total case incidence rates in 1983 than in 1982 and the other 21 
groups recorded declining rates. 
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II. WHAT IS AN INCIDENCE RATE? 
The annual OSH survey collects data from a selected sample of Maine's private 
sector employers regarding their safety and health experience during the previous year. 
By simply examining the number of injuries and illnesses for different industries, 
meaningful comparisons would be impossible because of different size work forces and 
different patterns of working hours. More information is needed than just the number of 
cases. 
Therefore, in addition to the numbers of injuries, illnesses, and associated lost 
workdays; the survey asks for the total number of hours actually worked by al I the 
company's employees during the survey year. This figure, called the exposure hours, 
al lows the computation of the number of cases or lost workdays for every ·100 full-time-
equivalent workers. The result, known as an incidence rate, permits year-to-year and 
industry-to-industry comparisons. The formula by which incidence rates are computed can 
be found in Appendix E. 
An incidence rate can be calculated either for injuries or for illnesses or for 
the sum of both. Within any of these categories, rates can be identified for lost workday 
cases, for nonfatal cases without lost workdays, for total cases, for days away from work, 
for days of restricted work activity, or for total lost workdays. In each case, the 
figure given as the incidence rate should be understood to represent that number of cases 
or lost workdays per 100 ful 1-·time workers. 
Survey year 1983 marked the twelfth full year of data collection for the OSH 
survey. This report examines trends and patterns in the information collected since 1972 
in an effort to better analyze and interpret this year's results. 
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Ill. OCCUPATIONAL INJURY AND ILLNESS INCIDENCE RATES 
In 1983 in Maine's private sector, recordable occupational injuries and illnesses 
occurred at the rate of 11.0 cases for every ·100 full-time workers. This all-industry 
total case incidence rate represents the experience of approximately 339,200 workers in 
Maine's private sector. Lost workday cases (those involving days away from work or days 
of restricted work activity or both) occurred at the rate of 5.6 cases per 100 workers. 
The incidence rate for injuries and illnesses without lost workdays was slightly less at 
5.4 cases. The rates for total cases and for lost workday cases were up slightly from 
last year; the rate for cases without lost workdays was unchanged . 
In the ·12 years since 1972, the total case incidence rate has remained within a 
relatively narrow range: between 10.3, the lowest incidence rate recorded in 1975; and 
12.1, the highest rate in 1979. The 1983 total case rate of 11.0 falls just below the 
midpoint of this range. See Chart 1. 
CHART 1: TOTAL CASE INCIDENCE RATES 
BY CASE TYPE, MAINE, 1972-1983 
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On the other hand, dtJri ng the 1 2 years of the OSH Survey, the lost workday case 
rate seems to have gradually risen overall while the rate for cases without lost workdays 
has declined. The 1983 Survey data appears to maintain this trend. After three years of 
decline, the lost workday case rate rose slightly from ·1982 to 1983, as it had every year 
from 1972 to 1 979 except one year when it was unchanged. The rate for cases without lost 
workdays has declined six times and increased only once since 1972, and 1983 was the 
fourth time it was unchanged from the previous year. 
These concurrent trends of generally increasing lost workday case rates and slowly 
falling rates for cases without lost workdays have resulted in lost workday cases growing 
from about a third of all cases when the survey began to just over half of all cases since 
1979. The situation appears to have stabilized at that point, but whether the current 
ratio will continue is unknown. 
Curiously, 1979 also marked a beginning of relative stability in total hours 
worked and in annual average employment, as shown in Chart 2. Prior to then, year-to-year 
changes had generally been more extreme. From 1982 to 1983, increases of about 2% were 
recorded both in private sector employment and in total hours worked. 
CHART 2: TOTAL HOURS WORK ED AND ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT 
MAINE, 1972-1983 
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IV. LOST WORKDAYS AND LOST WORKDAY INCIDENCE RATES 
Lost workdays include days that an employee was totally absent from work, as well 
as days that an employee's work was restricted (to I ight duties, part ti me, temporary 
transfer to another job, etc.). Lost workdays do not include the day the injury occurred 
or the day the illness was discovered. The incidence rate for total lost workdays in 1983 
was 110.1 days for every 100 workers; this can be broken down to 99.7 days away from work 
plus 10.4 days of restricted work ability. 
The lost workday incidence rate nearly doubled between 1972 and 1980; during that 
period the average year I y change was an increase of over 9%. In 1 9 81 and in 1 9 8 2, the 
rate moved first down about 1 % and then up about the same amount. From 1982 to 1983 the 
lost workday rate declined about 3%, the largest drop ever recorded. See Chart 3. 
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CHART 3: LOST WORKDAY INCIDENCE RATES, 
BY CATEGORY, MAINE, 1972-1983 
1976 1977 1978 1979 
SURVEY YEAR 
1980 . 1981 1982 1983 
Days away from work made up over 90% of al I lost workdays in 1983. The incidence 
rate for days away from work has declined every year for the past three surveys and is now 
the lowest it's been since 1979. The incidence rate for days of restricted work activity, 
on the other hand, has increased for six of the last eight years and is now the nearly 
three times greater than when tabulations began in 1975. Just from 1982 to 1983 it rose 
by 22%, over a fifth. This may indicate an increasing acceptance of a restricted work 
assignment as an alternative to sending an injured worker home. It could also indicate 
greater employer awareness of restricted work activity, resulting in increased recording. 
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V,OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES 
In 1983 as in 1982, Maine's private sector recorded 0.6 occupational illnesses per 
100 workers. For the first time since the OSH Survey began, however, the incidence rate 
of illnesses with lost workdays declined, from 0.4 cases in 1982 to 0.3 cases in 1983. 
Since the total illness rate was unchanged, it follows that this decline in the lost 
workday i II ness rate was accompanied by an increase in the incidence rate of nonfatal 
illnesses without lost workdays, which rose from 0.2 to 0.3 cases. As expected with a 
declining lost workday i II ness case rate, the lost workday rate dropped slightly from 11. 9 
lost workdays due to illness in 1982 to 11.2 days in 1983. As in 1982, recordable 
occupational illnesses in 1983 accounted for slightly more than 5% of all cases. This is 
notable because before 1981, illnesses every year had represented fewer than 4% of all 
injury and i II ness cases. See Text Table A. 
Text Table A: Illness Incidence Rates by Type and Incidence Rates of 
Lost Workdays due to Illness, Maine, 1974-1983, 
Incidence Rates 
---------------------------------------
Percenta3e of 
Survey Total Lost Workday Lost Workdays All Cases 
Year· Illnesses Illnesses due to Illness That \,,ler·e Illnesses 
--------- ------------ -------------- -------------------
197't 0.3 0.1 1.5 3.07. 
1975 0.3 O+ 1 :-:- C' i.+ ._I 3.4 
1976 0.3 O. l 2+3 3+0 
1977 0+4 0+2 3+2 3+4 
1978 0,4 0,2 2+8 2.8 
1979 0+4 0,2 3,0 3 .1 
1980 0,4 0.2 4+8 3,6 
1.981 0.5 0+3 5+'-~ 4. 1 
1982 0,6 0,4 11+ 9 5.4 
1983 0+6 0+3 11+2 5.1 
The estimated number of occupational illnesses decreased between 1982 and 1983 by 
about 4%. See Text Table 8. Of the seven illness categories, two recorded about the same 
number of cases in 1982 and 1983 and four other categories declined by amounts from 13% to 
41%. The remaining illness category of disorders associated with repeated trauma 
increased in number from about 860 cases in 1982 to about 910 in 1983, or by about 5%. 
This is a significantly smaller increase in this category than seen since 1978, since the 
estimated number of repeated trauma illnesses steadily climbed from 1978 to 1982 by over 
50% every year. The share of al I occupational illnesses represented by this category is 
now about 57%, up from 52% in 1982. The total number of illnesses represented by the 
other six categories declined again in 1983, to lower than any other year since 1974. See 
Chart 4. 
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Text Table B! Number of Occupational Illnesses by Category, Maine, 1982-1983 
Number of Illnesses 
Category of Illness 
Total all categories 
1982 
1661 
86-l 
414 
84 
63 
Disorders associated with repeated trauma 
Occupational skin diseases & disorders 
Respiratory diseases due to todc agents 
Disorders due to physical agents 
Poisoning (systemic effects of toxic material) 46 
9 
181 
Dust Diseases of the Lung 
All other occupational illnesses 
1983 
1593 
908 
359 
86 
49 
"17 L., 
9 
155 
!. Change 
--------
- 4d 
+ 5+ 1 
-13~3 
+ 2.4 
-22+2 
-41~3 
ofo 
-14.4 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
1972 
CHART 4: NUMBER OF OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES, BY TYPE, 
MAINE, 1972-1983 
TYPE OF ILLNESS: 
- Disorders Associated with Repeated Trauma 
- Skin Diseases or Disorders 
- Respiratory Conditions 
- Disorders due to Physical Agents 
- All Other Occupational Illnesses 
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VI. INDUSTRY DIVISION ANALYSIS 
Industry divisions are defined in terms of ranges of Standard Industrial 
Classification codes. (See the Glossary.) Data is provided for eight industry divisions: 
Agriculture, Construction, Manufacturing, Transportation, Wholesale Trade, Retai I Trade, 
Finance, and Services. 
For four divisions (Agriculture, Construction, Manufacturing, and Transportation), 
there were slightly more lost workday cases than cases without lost workdays. This 
matches the experience of the private sector taken as a whole. For the other four 
divisions (Wholesale Trade, Retail Trade, Finance, and Services) the rate of cases without 
lost workdays exceeded the rate of lost workday cases. Curiously, the divisions with the 
three highest total case incidence rates (Construction, Manufacturing, and Agriculture) 
experienced more lost workday cases than cases without lost workdays; while for four of 
the five divisions with the lowest total case incidence rates the opposite was true: cases 
without lost workdays outnumbered lost workday cases. See Chart 5. 
CHART 5: TOTAL CASE INCIDENCE RA TES BY CASE TYPE, 
BY INDUSTRY DIVISION, MA IN E, 1983 
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From 1982 to 1983, while the total case incidence rate for the entire private 
sector remained nearly unchanged, rates declined for five Industry Divisions and increased 
for the other three, as shown in Text Table C. Finance, with already the lowest rate of 
any division, dropped proportionally the most by about 1 2%. The total case rates for 
Agriculture, Construction, Manufacturing, and Transportation declined by smaller amounts. 
Three divisions recorded increases in their total case rates ranging from 22% for the 
Wholesale Trade Industry to 4% for Retail Trade. 
Text Table c: Total Case Incidence Rates by Case Type, by Industry Division, Maine, 1982-1983+ 
Incidence Rates 
Lost Workday Nonfatal Cases w/o 
Total Cases Cases Lost Workdays 
Industry (SIC) 1982 1983 i. Chg 1982 1983 i. Chg 1982 1983 i. Chg 
PRIVATE SECTOR (01-89) 10 +9 11.0 + 0.9 C' C' .J+.J S.6 + 1+8 0,(l 
Agriculture (01-09) 
Construction(15-17) 
Manufacturing(20-39) 
Transportation(10-19) 
Wholesale Trade(50-51) 
Retail Trade(52-59) 
Finance(60-67) 
Services(70-89) 
13+1 12+1 - 7.6 8,9 
19+1 19.2 - 1.0 10+2 
15,7 15+5 - 1.3 8.1 
8+6 8+3 - 3,5 5,3 
9.2 11+2 +21+7 4+5 
8.0 8+3 + 3.8 3+3 
1,6 1.1 -12+5 0.7 
6+5 6.9 + 6+2 3,3 
6+6 -25+8 
9.8 - 3+9 
8.5 + '1.9 
4+7 -1L3 
5+1 +13+3 
3+1 + 3+0 
0+5 -28+6 
3+4 + 3+0 
C' C' 
,Jt,.I +31+0 
+ 2,2 
- 7,9 
+ 6, 1 
+31+9 
+ 4+3 
o.o 
+ 9.4 
Wholesale Trade also recorded the largest proportional increase in the lost 
workday case rate, from 4.5 to 5:1 or about 13% greater in 1983 than in 1982. 
Manufacturing, Retai I Trade, and Services increased also but each by less than 5%. These 
four divisions which experienced increases in the lost workday case rate, represent 
altogether about 84% of total employment. Therefore, even though rates for each of the 
other four smaller divisions declined by up to 29%, the all-industry lost workday case 
rate recorded a slight increase of about 2%. 
The all-industry incidence rate for cases without lost workdays was the same in 
1983 as in 1982, 5.4 cases per 100 workers. Rates for Agriculture and for Wholesale Trade 
each increased by over 30%, and rates for four other divisions increased by smaller 
amounts. However, the incidence rate for the Manufacturing Industry, the private sector"s 
largest division in terms of employment, declined by about 8%. This drop counterbalanced 
increases in every other division, allowing the all-industry average to remain unchanged. 
While the private sector"s incidence rate for lost workdays declined slightly from 
1982 to 1983, the rates for Wholesale Trade increased by about 16% and for Retail Trade by 
about 10%. Rates for al I other divisions declined, except for Manufacturing, which was 
essentially unchanged. See Text Table 0. 
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Text Table D! Lost Workday Incidence Rates by Category, by Industry Division, Maine, 1982~1983 
Days of Restricted 
Lost Workdays = Days Away From Work+ Work Activity 
Ind1.1stry (SIC) 1982 1983 k Chg 1982 1983 Z Chg 
PRIVATE SECTOR (01-89) 111+0 110+1 - 3.1 105+5 99.7 - 5.5 
163.8 111+3 
218+5 206.5 
180+3 181+ 1 
106.7 7.lf.8 
-30+2 
- 5.5 
160.7 111.2 -30.8 
215.9 191+6 -11+3 
163+1 159.7 - 2+1 
100+1 72.3 -27.8 
1982 1983 
8.5 10.1 
3. 1 
2+6 
3+ 1 
1'++9 
21+4 
2+5 
5.6 
3.0 
i. Chg 
+22 • .lf 
o.o 
+'173+ 1 
+21+1 
-62+7 
+ 3.7 
-31.8 
Agriculture (01-09) 
Construction(15-17) 
Hanufacturin9(20-39) 
Transportation(10-19) 
Wholesale Trade(S0-51) 
Retail Trade(52-59i 
Finance(60-67) 
Services(70-89) 
53+2 61+8 
59+0 61.8 
19.0 7+3 
62+1 56+0 
+ o.; 
-29.9 
+16+2 
+ 9.8 
-61.6 
- 9+8 
47.8 56.2 +17.6 
51+1 61+8 +13+6 
18+9 6+2 -67+2 
60+1 52.2 -13.1 
17.2 
6+7 
5.i 
4.6 
o. 1 
2.0 
1.1 +1000.0 
3+8 +90.0 
--------------------------------------------------------------------===================== 
As mentioned earlier, the incidence rate for days of restricted work activity 
increased by about a fifth for the private sector. The rate increased by varying amounts 
for five of the eight industry divisions. Only two divisions, Transportation and Retail 
Trade, recorded reductions in this rate, while the Agriculture lndustry"s rate was 
unchanged. 
There is a continuing attempt to correlate changes in an industry's employment 
with its safety experience as measured by the various incidence rates. The intuitive 
assumption is that a company's least safe workers are those with the least experience who 
are generally laid off first leaving a more experienced workforce behind, which should 
then be more safe. In this way, idustries with declining employments should tend to have 
lower incidence rates than growing industries. 
As shown in Text Table E, the Services Industry was the only division that 
recorded decreases in both employment and hours worked. Where accompanying rate 
reductions would be expected by the theory, the Services Industry recorded increases in 
the total case rate and in the lost workday case rate. The rate for lost workdays did 
decline for the Services Industry by about 10%. 
Text Table E! Published Employment and Total Hours Worked by 
Industry Division, Maine, 1982-1983+ 
P1_1blished E1r1ployment Total Hours Worked 
(in thousands) (in millions) 
--------------------- -------------------
Industry (SIC) 1982 1983 7. Chg 1982 1983 7. Chg 
--------------
------ ------
PRIVATE SECTOR (01-89) 332+6 339,2 + 2~0 560;3 571+1 + 2+0 
Agriculture (01-09) 3,9 3.6 - 7+7 6.3 6,1 + t.8 
Construction(15-17) 16+5 16.9 + 2.1 29+1 30.1 + 3 • .lf 
Man1.1fact1_1ring(20-39) 107+4 109+5 + 2.0 205+8 206.2 + 0+2 
Transportation(10-19) 18 • .lf 16.4 -10.9 34.5 34+6 + 0.2 
Wholesale Trade(50-51) 18.5 19+2 + 3+8 35+7 36.i + 1.9 
Retail Trade(52-59) 69.3 75+4 + 8.8 100.1 108+4 + 7.7 
Finance(60-67) 17.6 18+0 + 2+3 29.8 31+5 + s.s 
Services(70-89) 80 • .lf 79.7 - 0.9 118+5 117 +3 - 1.0 
So1_1rce of Employment Data: Haine Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment 
Security, Division of Economic Analysis and Research 
------------==-----======================================================= 
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The fastest growing division, Retai I Trade, and Wholesale Trade, another growing 
division, each recorded increases in all three major incidence rates, thus following the 
theory. But Construction and Finance also grew and yet experienced reductions in their 
rates. The Manufacturing Industry, which grew slightly from 1982 to 1983, experienced a 
decline in the total case rate but increases in the lost.workday case rate and the lost 
workday rate. Our theory is apparently not enough; other influences beside employment 
change in an industry affect the industry's incidence rates. 
Just as the private sector's employment is divided among the industry divisions, 
so also are occupational injuries and illnesses, although not necessarily in the same 
proportions. The Manufacturing Industry had the greatest share of total employment, about 
a third, while it recorded more than half of all cases and over four fifths of all 
illnesses. Retail Trade was the opposite, with over a fifth of total employment yet only 
about a seventh of total cases and less than a twentieth of total illnesses. See Text 
Table F. 
Text Table F! Distribution of Employment, Total Cases, Injuries, and Illnesses by Industry Division, Maine, 1983+ 
Percent Distribution of 
--------------------------------------------
Published Total Total Total 
Industry (SIC) E111ployR1ent Cases Injuries Illnesses 
-------------- ---------- -----------
--------
---------
PRIVATE SECTOR (01-89) 100+0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
A:3ric1.1lt.ure (01-09) 1.1 1.2 L2 LB 
Construction(15-17) s.o 9.2 9.6 L6 
Hanufacturiri9(20-39) 32+3 50+8 '19+2 81.6 
Transportatian(10-'19 4.8 '1+5 1+7 0+8 
Wholesale Trade(S0-51) 5.7 6+5 6.8 l .7 
Retail Trade(52-59) 22.2 11+2 14+7 1+5 
Finance(60-67) C' 'J ...,.,., 0.7 0.7 0.1 
Services(70-89) 23.5 12.7 13+0 7~6 
Source of Employment Data: Haine Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment 
Security, Division of Econo1ic Analysis and Research 
For the twelve survey years 1972 to 1983, division-level incidence rates for total 
cases, lost workday cases, and lost workdays are shown by Charts 6, 7, and 8. Clearly, 
Construction and Manufacturing are and always have been Maine's most hazardous industries 
with rates consistently above all other divisions. Similarly, the Finance Industry has 
remained the least hazardous during the entire period. The other divisions generally 
experienced incidence rates between that of the Finance Industry and the private sector 
average. 
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CHART 6: TOTAL CASE INCIDENCE RATES, BY INDUSTRY DIVISION, 
MAINE, 1972-1983 
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CHART 8: LOST WORKDAY INCIDENCE RATES, BY DIVISION, 
MAINE, 1972-1983 
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AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND FISHING INDUSTRY 
... experienced a 30% drop in the rate for lost workdays from 1982 to ·1983, while the rate 
for days of restricted work activity was unchanged. 
As mentioned in the Technical Notes in Appendix A, the OSH Survey does not include 
agricultural employers with fewer than eleven workers. 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
... experienced reductions in al I three incidence rates: total cases, lost workday cases, 
and lost workdays . 
... remained the division with the highest total case incidence rate, and a lost workday 
incidence rate nearly twice as great as the private sector taken as a whole . 
... represented about 5% of private sector employment yet recorded about ·10% of all 
injuries in ·1 9 8 3. 
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
... remained the largest division, with nearly a third of the private sector's employment . 
... again experienced a disproportionate share of cases by recording about half of all 
injuries and over four fifths of all illnesses . 
... recorded the largest drop of any division in the incidence rate for cases without lost 
workdays, about 8% from 7 .6 to 7 .0 cases per 100 workers. 
TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC UTILITIES INDUSTRY 
... was the only division to record a decrease in the lost workday rate as well as 
decreases in the rates for both categories of lost workdays, days away from work and days 
of restricted work activity . 
... had the highest proportion of injuries and illnesses with lost workdays, about 57% of 
al I cases compared to the private sector's 5 ·1 %. 
WHOLESALE TRADE INDUSTRY 
.. . recorded largest proportional increase in the total case incidence rate, up over 20%, 
from 9.2 in ·t 982 to 11.2 in ·1983. The lost workday case rate rose about ·13%, and there 
was an even greater increase in the incidence rate for cases without lost workdays, nearly 
32% higher in 1983 . 
.. . recorded a total case incidence rate greater than the private sector average for the 
first time since the survey began. 
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RETAIL TRADE INDUSTRY 
... experienced the largest proportional increase in employment in 1983, nearly 9% more 
than in ·1982. 
FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY 
... again the "safest" division in 1983, with lowest incidence rates of any division. In 
addition, the division experienced the largest proportional drops of any division in the 
total case, lost workday case, and lost workday incidence rates . 
... had the lowest proportion of injuries and illnesses with lost workdays, only about 36% 
of all cases. 
SERVICES INDUSTRY 
... was the only division that experienced a rise in the lost workday case rate at the same 
time as a drop in the lost workday rate. This means that, for every 100 workers, there 
were more injuries and illnesses resulting in lost workdays but fewer lost workdays. Not 
surprisingly, the average number of lost workdays per lost workday case decreased from 19 
in 1 9 8 2 to 1 7 in 1 9 8 3. 
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VI I. ANALYSIS OF MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
In 1983 there were 43 Major Industry Groups (identified by 2-digit SIC codes, see 
Glossary) for which incidence rates are published. Of these, 22 groups recorded greater 
total case incidence rates in 1983 than in 1982 while the other 21 groups experienced 
declining rates. For no group was the total case rate unchanged. 
Of these 43 publishable industry groups, the Lumber & Wood Products Industry 
(logging, sawmills, etc.) experienced the private sector's greatest total case incidence 
rate with 25.5 injuries and illnesses per 100 workers, about one case for every four 
workers. Two groups tied for the lowest total case rates (Insurance Agents, Brokers, & 
Service, SIC 64; and Legal Services, SIC 81) with 1 .1 cases per 100 workers or about one 
case for every 90 workers. Expressed differently, the total case incidence rate of the 
most hazardous industry group was about 23 times greater than that of the least hazardous 
group. Clearly a difference exists in the safety experience among the various groups. 
See Chart 9. 
CHART 9: TOTAL CASE INCIDENCE RATES, BY INDUSTRY, MAINE, 1983 
Indus tr·y (SIC) Injuries & Illnesses per 100 Workers 
0 5 10 15 ~(l 
r-- -+--
Lu1ber ~ Wood Products !241[~·· ..- .· ·· ..- .·· ..- ..- ·· .·· ·· ..- ..- .·· ··· 77"7777> ..- .·· ... ..- .F.·· ..- ·· ..- .·· ..- .- ·::::> ..- ·· .- ::J 25.S 
Food L Kindred Products (20)[7T:::::::.r:::::;:r.· ·· · ..- ·· / ·· .- ..- ..- · ··.~·· ·· ..• 7 ~~:r .. :.r .. r:rr::.;r:::::7?23 23.9 
Genera 1 Bui I d1 ng Contractors ( 1 Sl C.2 ... L.::....:: ..  L.::'....:::.2.:::...:=....::::z::=:...:::...:Z...::':::::::7...:::...:~.~::...::::..:::...:::...:::....:::...:::...:::...:::::::: .• ::'J 21. 4 
~ abr i ca ted Net a 1 Pr educ ts (34 J L:::==:::::=:::.····77'.=~=:~~-::-===::::=~-=:::::: ..  ::.... · ,•-:7-7-7 ·77;:72~..::::-::....:::•:t 20. 9 
Heavy Const Contractors (16)[::::/ ·· 7 Z::::' 7 '...7..!/77.?~~ ··_;7..-..·::::.7..-./. 7~~'7 /2) 19.6 
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!'ledical It Health Services (80li::z:z-::;r.....-_::;.:--:.-7777·-..·0 7.9 
Social Services (83)(-·· ...- -. . .- .::::z.::::.....::...::::=J 7.8 
Electrical/Electronic Eqpt (36JLTr::...,~.::.:0:7...3 7.7 
Rai 1 road Transportation ( 40 l v ...- ·2::....:::.L...::::...::::'.23 7. 6 
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SERVICES DIVISION (70-891 :Z 5 l ur- ~. 9 
Printing It Publishing (27l[Z2.--... .... 7 - 7 7_7_7_:::: .... ?) 6.1 
Nisc Retail (591[.··· ..- .-:-==z:==::J 5.2 
Hotels It othr Lodging Places(70lCZZ:::-..~·'ZJ 5.2 
Business Services (731[7> ..-...:.::..:=: ·· .- j 5.1 
Real Estate (bSlC~:::...:::..:::2'ZJ 4.8 
Apparel It Accessory Stores (561 [Zz=:z:zJ 3. 3 
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"l!lbersh1p Organizations (86lE7J 2.3 
FINANCE DIVISION (60-671- 1.4 
Insurance (63lC::J 1.4 
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Ins Agents Brokers It Svc (64)[2:J 1.1 
Legal Services (811[2:J 1.1 
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In 1983 there were 14 publishable industry groups which had total case incidence 
rates greater than the all-industry average (in 1982 there were 1 6 above-average groups of 
44 pub I ishable that year). Two groups (Wholesale Trade in Nondurable Goods, SIC 51; and 
Retail Trade of Building, Hardware, & Garden Supplies, SIC 52) which had below-average 
rates last year, in 1983 placed 12th and 14th among the 43 publishable groups in terms of 
their total case incidence rates. See Text Table G. Three other industry groups (Rubber 
& Plastic Products, SIC 30; Railroad Transportation, SIC 40; and Electric, Gas, & Sanitary 
Services, SIC 49) which were above-average in 1982, recorded total case rates in 1983 less 
than the al I-industry rate of 11.0 cases per 100 workers. 
Te:d Table Gt Total Case Incidence Rates for Ind1_1stry Gro1.1ps that Exceed the All-Industry Average, Maine, 1983. 
Incidence Rates 
Lost Workday 
Rank Total Cases Cases Lost Workdays 
INDUSTRY (SIC) 1982 1983 1982 1983 1982 1983 1982 1983 
Private Sector (01-89) 
Lumber & Wood Products (21) 3 
Food & Kindred Prod1.1cts (20) 2 
General Bldg Contractors (15) 1 
Fabricated Metal Prod1.1cts (31) 1 
Heavy Const Contractors (16) 5 
Special Trade Contractors (17) 8 
leather & Leather Products (31) 7 
Machinery except Electrical (35) 10 
A9ricult1.1ral Production (01-02} 15 
Textile Mill Products (22) 9 
Trucking & Warehousing (12) 12 
Wholesale Trade - Nond1.1rable Goods (51) 1 
Food Stores (54) H 
Bldg, Hardware & Garden Supplies (52) 1 
2 
3 
1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
10.9 11.0 
2'1.2 
25.5 
23,7 
26.0 
19,9 
16,1 
16,5 
13+5 
11.3 
15,1 
12.1 
10.1 
11.7 
8.6 
25.5 
23.9 
21.1 
20.9 
19.6 
17.'I 
17.2 
1'I. 1 
13.8 
13+0 
12.0 
12+3 
11.5 
11.3 
5+5 5+6 111.0 110.1 
13,'I 11.1 
12,3 11+ 1 
13.0 11.1 
11.7 6.6 
9.3 9.0 
9.0 9,2 
9.o a.a 
5.2 6,2 
6.7 9.0 
7.8 7.9 
8.2 7.5 
5,1 6.1 
5,3 3,7 
3.6 6,7 
333+8 292,'I 
203.6 188,7 
306+8 191,5 
225.8 140, 1 
171,2 17'1.7 
181+5 230.0 
218.5 213+'1 
81,7 90.6 
97.9 183.6 
192,2 156.7 
208.6 150.0 
65,2 91.1 
89.7 92.4 
50.0 146.1 
I Industry groups whose 1982 total case incidence rates did not e:-:ceed the all-industry rate. 
------------------------------=---=----==================================================== 
The 14 groups with above-average total case rates include some from every division 
except Finance and Services, not surprisingly the two divisions with the private sector's 
lowest rates. Altogether, these 14 groups accounted for nearly 32% of 1983's total 
private sector employment but experienced about 52% of all recordable injuries and 
i II nesses. 
The "worst of the worst" deserve closer attention. Two groups (Lumber & Wood 
Products, SIC 24; and Food & Kindred Products, SIC 20) recorded total case rates in 1983 
that were more than twice the al 1-i ndustry average. These two groups together represented 
only about 6% of private sector employment but recorded about 16% of all injuries and 
illnesses in 1983. To put it another way, these two very hazardous groups have such an 
influence, that an incidence rate computed for all industries except these two groups 
would be about 9% lower than if they were included. 
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Text Table His a similar ranking of the 13 above-average industry groups in terms 
of lost workday incidence rates. Two of these groups (Lumber & Wood Products, SIC 24; and 
Special Trade Contractors, SIC 1 7) each recorded lost workday incidence rates more than 
double the private sector average rate of 110.1 days, with 292.4 lost workdays and 230.0 
lost workdays respectively. 
Text Table H: Lost Workday Incidence Rates for Industry 
Groups that Exceed the All-industry Average, Haine, 1983. 
Indostr·y (SIC) 
Private Sector (01-89) 
Lumber & Wood Prodocts (21) 
Special Trade Contractors (17) 
Leather & Leather Products (31) 
Lost Workday 
Incidence Rate 
110.1 
292.1 
230.0 
213.1 
General Bldg Contractors (15) 194.5 
Food & Kindred Prodocts (20) 188.7 
Agricultural Production (01-02) 183.6 
Heavy Const Contractors (16) 174.7 
Textile Mill Products (22) 156.7 
Trocking & Warehoosing (12) 150.0 
Paper & Allied Products (26)1 119.6 
Bldg/Hardware/Garden Supplies (52) 116.4 
Fabricated Metal Products (31) 110.1 
Apparel & Other Textile Prod (23)1 137.6 
I Industry groups whose 1982 lost wor~.day incidence 
rates did not exceed the all-industry average. 
----=---===================================== 
If only injuries are considered, there were 17 groups whose 1983 total case rates 
exceeded the private sector average. Of these, three groups (Lumber & Wood Products, SIC 
24; food & Kindred Products, SIC 20; and General Building Contractors, SIC 15) experienced 
injury rates more than double the all-industry average rate. The most hazardous group had 
an injury incidence rate about two and a half times the all-industry average. See Text 
Table I. 
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Text Table I: Injury Incidence Rates for Industry Groups 
that Exceed the All-Industry Average, Haine, 1983. 
Industry (SIC) 
Private Sector (01-89) 
Lumber & Wood Products (21) 
Food & Kindred Products (20) 
General Bldg Contractors (15) 
Heavy Const Contractors (16) 
Fabricated Hetal Products (31) 
Special Trade Contractors (17) 
Agricultural Production (01-02) 
Hachinery ~xcept Electrical (35) 
Leather I Leather Products (31) 
Injury 
Incidence 
Rate 
10.1 
25.0 
21.8 
21.3 
19.2 
19.1 
17.'t 
13.7 
13.7 
13.3 
Trucking & Warehousing ('t2) 12.8 
Textile Hill Products (22) 12.1 
Wholesale Trade - Nondurable Goods (51) 12.0 
Food Stores (5't) 11.5 
Bldg, Hardware & Garden Supplies (52) 11.2 
Amuse1ent I Recreation Services (79)1 11.0 
Auto Repair Services I Garages (75)1 10.9 
Electric, Gas I Sanitary Svc (19)1 10.7 
I Industry groups whose 1982 injury incidence 
rates did not exceed the all-industry average. 
The situation is different for illnesses. As shown in Text Table J, only six 
groups recorded total case i 11 ness rates that exceeded the average. The most hazardous 
group in terms of illnesses (Leather & Leather Products, SIC 31) experienced illnesses 
more than six times the average. By this, illnesses appear to be more concentrated within 
the private sector, while injuries are recorded more generally. 
Te:<t Table J: Illness Incidence Rates for Indllstry Groups 
that Exceed the All-Industry Average, Haine, 1983. 
Illness 
Incidence 
Industry (SIC) Rate 
Private Sector (01-89) 0.6 
Leather & Leather Products (31) 3.9 
Food I Kindred Products (20) 2.1 
Fabricated Metal Products (3't) 1.8 
Electrical Equipment & Supplies (36)1 1.1 
Apparel & other Textile Products (23)1 0.7 
Railroad Transportation (10)1 0.7 
I Indllstry groups whose 1982 illness incidence 
rates did not exceed the all-industry average. 
==========================-==-==---------------
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VIII. MAINE COMPARED TO OTHER STATES AND TO THE UNITED STATES 
In 1983, the total case incidence rate in Maine was about 45% greater than in the 
United States as a whole, the lost workday case rate was greater by about 60%, and the 
incidence rate for lost workdays by nearly 90%. For every year since the survey began, 
Maine's rates have exceeded the equivalent national rates. See Text Table K. 
Text Table K! Total Case Incidence Rates by Case Type, Haine and the United States, 1972-1983+ 
Total Cases Lost Workday Cases Lost Workdays 
----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -----------------------------------
Maine United States Maine United States Haine United States 
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------
-
----------------- -----------------
S1_1rvey Incidence Percent Incidence Percent Incidence Percent Incidence Percent. Incidence Percent Incidence Percent 
Year· Rate Chan3e Rate Change Rate Change Rate Change Rate Change Rate Change 
----,----- -------
---------
-------
---------
-------
---------
------ -
---------
-------
---------
-------
1972 11.3 10.9 3.9 3+3 57.6 '17.9 
1973 11.4 +0.9 11+0 +0+9 4.1 +5+1 3.4 +3.0 71+8 +24+7 53.3 +11+3 
1974 10+9 -·1+4 10+'1 C' C' -.J+.J 4+1 o.o 3+5 +2.9 70+1 -2.4 54.6 +2,'1 
1975 10.3 C' C' -.J+J 9+1 -12+5 4+2 +2,'t 3,3 -5,7 77,6 +10+7 56+1 +2+7 
1976 10,'t +LO 9.2 +1+1 'l/5 +7,1 3+5 +6+1 79.2 +2,1 60+5 +7,8 
1977 10.'t o.o 9.3 +1.1 4.8 +6+7 3.8 +8.6 87+7 +10+7 61+6 +1.8 
1978 11.7 +12.5 9,4 +1+1 5+5 +M.6 'l+ 1 +7.9 96.0 +9+5 63+5 +3+1 
1979 12.1 +3.4 9.5 +1.1 6+2 +12+7 'f+3 +4,9 104.2 +8.5 67.7 +6+6 
1980 12,0 -0.8 8,7 -8.'l 6.1 -1+6 -1+0 -7,0 113+7 +9+1 65,2 -3+7 
1981 11+ 9 -0+8 8+3 -'1.6 6,0 -1+6 3,8 -5.0 112,5 -1+ 1 61.7 -5,'l 
1982 10+9 -8.'t 7+7 -7.2 5+5 -8.3 3+5 -7,9 114+0 +1+3 58.7 -4,9 
1983 1LO +0+9 7,6 -1+3 5.6 +1+8 3+4 -2,9 110+ 1 -3.4 58+5 -0+3 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This disparity applies also at the division level. In 1983, only the Finance 
Industry experienced lower rates in Maine than in the United States; rates for the 
Transportation Industry were slightly greater in Maine by about 4%. For the two Divisions 
at the other extreme, Manufacturing and Wholesale Trade, Maine's total case rates greatly 
exceeded the national rates, by about 55% and 60% respectively. See Text Table L. 
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Te:{t Table U Total Case Incidence Rates for Maine, for Maine adj1.1sted to the U.S. Ind1.1stry Hix, and 
for the United States, by Ind1.1stry Division, 1983. 
Inj1.1ries and Illnesses per 100 Workers 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Cases Lost Workday Cases Lost Workdays 
--------------------- ---------------------
---------------------
Haine Maine Haine Maine Maine Haine 
Ind1.1stry (SIC> llnadj Adjusted u.s. Unadj Adj1_1sted u.s. Unadj Adj1_1sted U+S+ 
--------------
--------
--------
--------
PRIVATE SECTOR (01-89) 11.0 10.0 7+6 5.6 5.0 3.4 110+1 95.0 58+5 
Conslr1_1clion ( 15-17) 19+2 18+9 1'f+8 9+8 9.6 6.3 206+5 209+8 118+2 
Hanufact1_1rin9 (20-39) 15+5 15.0 10+0 B.5 7.6 't.3 181+0 144.9 73.5 
Transportation (40-49) 8.3 8.0 8.2 4+7 '1.5 .IJ.7 74.8 69.3 94.9 
Wholesale Trade (50-51) 11+2 11.1 7+0 5+ 1 s.o 3+2 61.8 57.8 50.6 
Retail Trade (52-59) 8.3 8. 1 7.3 3+4 3+2 3.0 64.8 61+2 46+7 
Finance (60-67) 1. 4 1.7 2.0 o.s 0.7 0.9 7+3 7.9 12+8 
Services (70-89) 6.9 6.6 5.1 3.4 3.2 2.4 56+0 53.1 37.0 
----------------------------------------------------================================================ 
Why are Maine's incidence rates so much higher? One possible reason that can be 
quantitatively examined is the industry mix, the distribution of total employment into the 
various industries. Obviously, if Maine's private sector had a higher proportion of 
employment in more hazardous industries than did the nation as a whole, then the all-
industry rate for Maine would be correspondingly greater. One can investigate this 
possibility by using the Standard Industry Mix (SIM) which permits comparison between 
states or between a state and the nation. Briefly, the SIM bases the injury and illness 
experience of one area (Maine, in this case) on the industry mix of the area to which it 
is being compared (the United States). A more complete explanation can be found in 
Appendix A. 
This adjustment has the effect of reducing Maine's total case rate by about 9%, 
the lost workday case rate by about 11 %, and the rate for lost workdays by about 14%. 
These adjusted rates still exceed the equivalent national rates, but by less than the 
unadjusted rates. In most cases, SIM adjusting Maine's division-level rates acts to bring 
them closer to the equivalent national rates, by varying amounts. Again in most cases, 
the adjusted Maine rates remain greater than the equivalent national rates. From this, 
one can conclude that other factors come into play. Differences in the industry mix are 
not the only reason that Maine's incidence rates are higher than those for the nation as a 
whole. 
Incidence rates for 1983 are not yet available for many other states. For a 
comparison of Maine's rates with other states we therefore use results of the 1982 OSH 
Survey. Appendix D contains total case, lost workday case, and lost workday rates for 39 
areas: states, territories, the District of Columbia, and the United States. Among them, 
Maine ranked second in terms of both total case incidence rate and lost workday case rate; 
Hawaii was first each time. 
With 114.0 lost workdays due to occupational injuries and i I lnesses per 100 
workers, Maine ranked first among the 39 areas for which 1982 incidence rates are 
available. Oregon ranked second, with 97.8 lost workdays. Compared to the United States 
in 1982, the incidence rate for lost workdays in Maine was 94% greater, nearly double . 
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TABLE 1 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1983 
1 / 
INDUSTRY=-' 
PRIVATE_SECTOR,_ALL_INDUSTRIES 
AGRICULTURE,_FORESTRY·_&_FISHING 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
CONTRACT_CONSTRUCTION 
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 
General Contr5ctors - Residential 
General Contractors - Nonresidential 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 
Highway! Street Construction 
Heav; ConstrGction except Highway 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 
Plumbins Heating Air Conditioning 
Misc Special Tr3de Ccntractors 
MANUFACTURING 
FOOD & KINDRED PRODUCTS 
C2r:ne,:; -~: Preserved Fr-1.1i ts 8.. 1)e3etables 
M1sc Food 8 Kindred Products 
TEXTiLE MILL PRODUCTS 
Broad Woven Fabric Mills Wool 
APPAREL t OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 
LUMBER! WOOD PRODUCTS 
La3gin3 Camp~ a Lo93in9 Contractors 
Sa~mills & Planing Mills 
Misc Wood Products 
PAPER i ALLIED PRODUCTS 
raper Mills Ex:ept Buildi~s Paper 
01 -02 
i5--17 
11:: 
1._a 
152 
154 
16 
151 
162 
.... 
!/ 
171 
1'"!r. J./: 
203 
209 
22 
24 
241 
242 
249 
26 
'J I 
INCIDENCE RATES~' 
Total 
Lost Cases Mith Total Cases w/o 
To:·:~1/ Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Lost Ca:it::'::-
11, () 
1 'j O l._i ~ L1 
!/", +. ... 
:30 3 
17~4 
13;~ 
1513 
23 .~ 9 
24.1 
r:·C' r. 
L.. --l,: :J 
30~1 
22TO 
a 
i.t 
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Cases From Work Erom Work Workdays Workd3ys 
C' . 
._: ; Ci 
1L1. 
'C' ':) 
.. .J h.! 
, a 
·' .... 
18,b 
i ·:, 
J.·..i H .i 
i0.3 
i. 1!. 
;_t.; I 
0 7 
ff 
11 , 'J 
15.0 
9.(l 
13+0 
14,3 
i:LZ 
7 / 
l tG 
4 t.-
,\._I 
,-1n 
7 7,,.. 
111 ~ 
19L6 
183+1 
27211 
1%!1 
1%.6 
1/t,10 
118 •. j 
1-55.4 
1'M,O 
1 7i ;;-, 
.-.i J.ioi 
125.} 
44"t+5 
301 4 
1L, 
114;3 
-f ,'1:1 C" 
i i;..., 
27 4 /j 
17~, 
144;5 
~C".., 
l.,._I[_ ':' ·-~ 
18817 
127 l_! 
185;0 
15.5+7 
182;: 
..-:-1 .. , • 
·.Jl "1 T / 
182+; 
C' r: 
.J+·J 
4 B 
! i 
G ~ J 
15 ~ 0 
r.: 
...! 
1J.8 
t . i 
11 't 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1983 
INDUSTRY1/ 
PRINTING & PUBLISHING 
Newspapers 
RUBBER! PLASTIC PRODUCTS 
Mis: Plastic P~cducts 
LEATHER~ LEATHER PRODUCTS 
Leather Tanning R Finishing 
rootwear Except ~uooer 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 
MACHINERY EXCEPT £1 ~rTRTrAL 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES 
Electr0nic Components~ Accessories 
TRANSPORTATION_t_PUBLIC_UTILITIES 
RAIL~OAD TRANSPORTATION 
TRUCKING a WAREHOUSING 
Trucking Local~ Lons Distance 
8 ~rTRTr GAS 8 SANITARY SERVICES 
El~c:t:' ic 
WHOLESALE_f_RETAIL_TRADES 
l~P:OLESALE _ TPADE 
WHOLESALE TRADE - DURABLE GOODS 
WHOLESALE TRADE - NONDURABLE GOODS 
'j! 
SIC~:f 
307 
31 
3i1 
314 
34 
36 
4()-49 
42 
491 
50-59 
50 
51 
iota! 
Lost Cases With Total 
Total 41 Cases-' 
Workday Days Away Days Away Lost 
to ., 1 
, .. 
1/ ~.:... 
25+6 
20+9 
'7 / 
iZ.8 
11.2 
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Cases From Work from Wor·k Hor-kd.ays 
·1 1 
~TJ. 
C' 11 
,_I\' 
n o )ti 
i L7' r; 
.1.,J1f.. 
fl '7 
IL' 
" 0 
• .. H!..' 
5 1 
L8 
"'! C' 
i + .J 
:: 'i 
·- · .; I... 
,rn 11 
40+0 
162 ,!.) 
i73i_ 
157 ~I 
98i.2 
72+3 
152,,:. 
75;6. 
C'l .-, 
.JO-ti.. 
8~.6 
50.8 
40.6 
228~6 
214u. 
90t6 
7(1,-l 
4L,:J 
6L8 
I", 
·-' ·-· t 7 
9L1 
Nonfatal 
Ca::.e·:::, 1i,.1 / o 
LDst 
Wor-kdays 
3,2 
Q 
:,.;: 
10~4 
8;3 
1"\ • • J.;. ~ 
C' ,.. 
,J "'· 
5, 1 
C' 
_J;; 
TABLE 1 !Continued) 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type 3nd Industry, State of Maine, 1982 
INDUSTRY1/ 
SU7LOING HARDµARE & GARDEN SUPPLIES 
LuIDber a Other Bldg Materials Dealers 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 
Department Stores 
FQOD STORES 
Gro~erv Stores 
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ~ SERVICE STATIONS 
New~ Used Car Dealers 
~~~ol~ne Se rvice Stations 
APPAREL & ACCESSORY STORES 
~JRNliUKE ! HOME FURNISHING STORES 
EATING & DRINKING PLACES 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 
Fuel~ Ice Dealers 
FINANCE~ _INSURANCE, _&_REAL_ESTATE 
BANKING 
Corr.mer-cial & Stock Savings E:ariks 
INSiJFANCE 
INSURANCE AGENTS BROKERS & SERVICE 
~tEAi_ ESTATE 
,; 
src=· 
53 
531. 
54 
551 
554 
56 
57 
c-c., 
.... 1'-1 
59 
598 
64 
1il 
INCIDENCE RATES~' 
Cases With 
?)t.214/ 
L-3-Se=.-
worrcay Days Away Days Hw2v Los t Lost 
1L3 
Q -~! 
r.:: ;,.J 
11 5 
9 1 
q Q 
. ~ \.: 
.-, ,:-
.:.: 1 ·-1 
10.4 
1 .il 
.1.r i 
1.5 
1 4 
1 1 
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Case~ Fro~ Wcr~ Erom Mork ~orK03YS. Workdays 
!. 7 
UT.: 
11 'i lr.L ... 
·";· i. 
"'-'t i..J 
·".) ";· 
..J+.i... 
.:: :, / 
,., 
·.:it• 
14L9 
3;3,0 
9L: 
84,5 
t::"": I'": 
._:.;.,1 t' .J 
371! 
20, 1 
1:.0 
64,8 
''.)"') i1 
._;;,_;. 1 
92 4 
,:- , -I 
... :.r ;.i 
50i0 
1 5 
1 ·-
.l ~ '- ' 
L 
-1 '..! 
5+6 
LO 
0 9 
TABLE 1 ( continued) 
Incidence Rates of Rec0rdable Occupational Injurie~ 2nd Illnesses by Type and Industry, State Jf Maine1 1983 
if 
INDUSTRY..:' 
HOTELS & OTHER LODGING PLACES 
Hotels Tourist Courts & Motels 
PERSONAL SERVICES 
8USINESS SERVICES 
AUTO REPAIR SERVICES & GARAGES 
AMUSEMENT & R~CREATION SERVICES 
MEDICAL f HEALTH SERVICES 
Nursing & Personal Care Facilities 
Hospitals 
LEAL SER~'ICES 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
SOCH:L SEWJICES 
MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES 
See Footnotes 3t the ~nd of Table 7. 
70-E.:9 
7{:; 
701 
80 
805 
806 
ri-1 Cl 
8~ 
89 
Tot;::l 
Lost 
'j! 
INCIDENCE RATES~' 
Nonf:·tal 
Tctal 
Workday Days Away Days Awa; Lost ~ost 
C' 
.J 
C' ·I 
._! ,t l 
lLO 
7 c:, 
. ~ I 
Q O 
V!- i 
'7 0 
/ ! · . .J 
'"J-, 
i...tt 
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Cases From Wor~ Erom Wor~ 4or~days Work(ays 
·:i l1 
• J+' 
- - i· ~ 
3.4 
5 9 
·i 
· .• + • 
') l 
:.H ! 
r: '7 
1...1 t / 
6.1 
L1 
1 / 
52 .:. 
54t8 
6:3; 
:)\};8 
:3) + 1 
16 I 
29 0 
5.5 ~; 
24 0 L1 
.i.. f.} / 
C/ -
4 2 
18+8 
58 9 
TABLE 2 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Dccup2tional Injuries by Type and Industr y, State of Maine, 1983 
I ! 
INDUSTRY±' 
PRIVATE_SECTOR,_ALL_INDUSTRIES 
AGRICULT~RE,_FORESTRY, _i _FISHING 
~GRISULTURAL P~00UCTION 
CONTRACT_CONSTRUCTION 
GENER~L BUIL)ING CONTRACTORS 
~e~era] Contt actors - Residential 
G~oeral Contractors - Nonresidential 
HEA VY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 
Hi 3h~.,J2 / \ ~-tr ·:·et C;::;nst;·:.id.ion 
H2avy ~onstruction except Highway 
:PECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 
Pluffibing He2tin3 Air Conditi:nin3 
M:sc SP~cial Tr2d0 Co~tractors 
FDGD & KINDRED PRODUCTS 
.--, 1 -·~:9 
.!'\ i 
-09 ~.} 1 
0 1 -oz 
15-17 
15 
152 
1c::a 
• ._. 1 
16 
i ! i 
17 
171 
17'? 
20-39 
:o 
Canned a Prese~ved F~uits [ Vegetables 203 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 
Br0ai Woven Fabr ic Mills Wool 
APPAREL & OTHER TEXTILE PRODUlTS 
Lo9gin3 Camps & Lo39in9 Cont~22tcrs 
S3wm1lls f Planin3 Mills 
PAPER i ALLIED PRODUCTS 
Paper Mill~ Except E~i!dins Paper 
zz 
'!£:. 
::.. i 
241 
242 
24'i 
Z6 
.1 (J 
i 1 
. 
-
1 7-1 
21 
1:3 
'?(; 
c 
-:.-, 
,.;. 
· .• 
16 
i j 
p 
·-· 
I 
J 
i 4 
-
1 
·":·"\ ;..J 
'i.J 
I 
12 
1 '! 
-
9 
i_ ,,,; 
30 
21 
1t-r:-, 
f-i.... 
I""· 
~ 
Tot.al 
Lo·:;t C:5ses With Tot.al C.;ses ~/o 
Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Lost 
4 
; 2 
7 
(i 
1 ~ 
. 8 
() 
' 
~ 
·"l-
; ,_ 
rj 
; 4 
+ i... 
l 
";· 
; ... 
I 8 
t 
-
' 
1 
+ 4 
..... 
; 
-
; 
;) 
f 0 
' 
E: 
! IJ 
(l 
' 
... 
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Cases Fr-o~: Wor-k F.rom µor-k Wor+d.3y~ workdays 
c: . c: 
·-· 
; :.:r 
! 
~1 
·•' 
c, 
9 t 0 B 
-~ 9 
1 1 1 i 1 f J. 
i . b 
c: 1 L ._I .... 
,. C) 
... w 
9 . 2 q 
Q 5 ~J ; ... 
,"'\ 
L 
., 
c:: 7 c: 
-
'; 
-
:3 ! ~=~ ; ;_; 
:_i 7 
t "\ 0 1 ·":· 1 . J ; ,_ 
1 .il t~; 14 I .. 
1 . 1 i... ! ._; 
7 ; b 
7 '"\ 7 ; ; . .J 
'.j ; ':) 3 
"' 
14 0 1 3 _;. 
ii·· C" rn C• . .J 
1 r, ::, 1 ,., ,] ; 
1 0 + 0 9 
!:' 0 ..... ....! ; ~ 
:J + 1 ..::i 
" 
G 
' 
1 
0 
+ '.I 
; ij 
(i 
t t:i 
' 
9 
b 
1 ; 
.J. 
C' 
; ,_! 
+ 0 
' 
. .., 
; 5 
' 
,;.. 
... 
i· j 
. 
! -] 
''.i 
t 
·-· 
'? 
.i.. 
C• 
+ 
. t:
.a. 
• I 
7 : 1 
:j 
c 
; .J 
4 
109 8 
178 :J 
1f;9 2 
1.. 4 
1'"!',-, t:" _ / 7 + t 
';.:} 
-- l~t ... 
143.0 
151, 1 
141 • 
169 
8: 2 
281+3 
300 ... 
116 ! ;) 
11 . 
1 t;:'.:j. 7 
1.44 5 
229,5 
?B,4 
·?~"17 ,:1 
,;;._._~.~ ·-· 
125 4 
9L1 
289 3 
441;8 
148;~ 
t:" • 
._!+ 
·"":'·;.· .. , 
11 ,) 
6 1 
:3 -
I.. l1 
u i 
8 ·-
.t 1 e 
4+8 
ii ii 
if I 
1 _: =.} 
11 -
. .:, 
:_. r_. 
TABLE 2 (Continued) 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational !~juries by Type and Industry, State of Haine, 1982 
T•'DHe; ... 1 j;,v1 / .I"'< ;.J.,_ . •• : 
PRINTING 8 ~~! TSHTNC 
Newspapers 
RUBBER a PLASTIC PRODUCTS 
Misc Plastic Products 
LEATHER t LEATHER PRODUCTS 
Leather Tanning! tinishin3 
FGo t1,,1e2r L:,;ept Rubber· 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 
MACHINERY EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 
ELECTPICAL ED.I !TPMFNT •. SUPPLIES 
Electronic Components l Accessories 
TRANSPORTATION_!_PUBLIC_UTILITIES 
RAILROAD TRANSPORTAT ION 
TRUCKING & WAREHOUSING 
iruckins Local .. Lo n3 Distance 
ELECTRIC GAS 8 SANITAR~ SERVICES 
Electric Servi~~ 
WHOLESALE_&_RETAIL_TRADES 
W~OL ESALE TRADE DUPABLE GOODS 
'j i 
src=' 
271 
30 
307 
311 
34 
'1C" 
.J.J 
40 
l!.·i 
l.i .. 
421 
49 
491 
50-59 
50-51 
50 
51 
1.9, 1 
i 1': 
7 
12+8 
L.; ,S 
1 L 1 
,..,., 
INCIDENCE PATES~ 1 
Total 
Lost Case:: With Tct.21 
tfonfatal 
C-3SE·S w/o 
Workdav Days Away Days Away Lost Lost 
Cases From Work From Mork Workdays ~orkdays 
'Z ,/ 
L8 
6.4 
11L6 
i. " \_}fl,) 
3.3 
L9 
4 ' 
.• t. 
5 
.., ;: 
.. _; 
5 1 
~. 8 
!i "': 
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TABLE 2 (CJntinued) 
Inciderce Rates of R~cor~able Occup?tio~;! !njuries by TypE and Industry, St;te of Maine, 
BUI~DI~G HARDWARE~ GARDEN SUPPLIES 
Lumbert Ot~er Bltg Materials Dealers 
GENERAL ~ERCHANDISE STORES 
D0partment Stores 
~!!Tmff!PT! r. DEALERS g SW.JEE ;:; l Al .!.Ut-l'.j 
New 8 Used Car Dealers 
Gasoline ~ ~r~ 1~e Stations 
~PPAR~~ f ~CC~SSORY STORES 
FURNifUPE ! riGME FURNISHING STORES 
EATI~G ! DRINKING PLACES 
F0el & Ice Dealers 
FINANCE,_INSURA~CE·_f_RE~L_E~TATE 
Commercia l r Stec! . Savings Banks 
521. 
54 
541 
C'::' 
.J ... .: 
55i 
C:"7 
._,, 
5E 
cr, 
.J"! 
5?8 
60-67 
602 
64 
.,.~ / 
!~CIDEHCE 2~TE3~' 
Total Nonfatal 
Lost 
W8rkd3v [3;~ Away Days Awa; Lo~t Lest 
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11 5 
9 0 
9 8 
·-· ~ 1 
.J -
:... ~ lj 
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1 3 
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.1 I 
!:; CJ 
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C:.::=.e~- Fr·om Work ;= .. tom Work Workd-:1/'= ~orkd2ys 
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TABLE 2 (Continued) 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1983 
l / 
INDUS-TRY:.: .. 
SEF'lJICES 
--------
HO TELS f OTHER LOGGING PLACES 
Hotels Tourist Courts t Motel~ 
PEP30NAL SFRUTrFs 
AMUSEMEN1 ! RECREATION SERVICES 
M~DICAL i HEALTH SERVICES 
Nursing & Personal Care Facilitie~ 
H:-.· ~·-1i + ::. l ,:: 
. !'..- ....:r ... -.,·-..1• -· 
LEGAL srntJICES 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
MEH8E?SH!P ORGANIZATIONS 
See Footnotes at the end of Table 
70-89 
701 
73 
..,.C' 
.J 
80 
805 
81 
82 
89 
,.1:' 
INCIDENCE RATES~' 
Tot .. 31 
Total 
t·kr:f atal 
C2se:.:. w/r: 
Total 41 Wcrkda; Days Away D~ys Away Lost Lost 
Cas:::5..! C2s.es n·olJ', i~or-k F;om Wort LJ0rkd2ys. \forf,::fa/S 
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'3,4 
1+ 1 
I J.' 
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-J j ·-
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.._,,.; 
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'.J / 
t -! 
1 7 J.f; 
~58, 1 
16 4 
L!..l"') r_; 
"···-
52 7 
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80 9 
·-;. ;. .. 
3 9 
j 3 
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TABLE 3 
Incidence Fates ~f Recordable Oc:upational Illne~ses by fy2e 30d Industr;, State 8f M2i~e, 1983 
Total 4: µ0~(ciay Days HY2V ~;ys Away ~ost Last 
Cases~ Cases From Work from WJr~ ~or~davs Wor\da;s 
PRIVATE_SECTCR, _ALL_INDUSTRIE2 
AGRICULTU~E, _FQPESTPY, _?_FISHING 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
CONTRACT_CONSTRUCTION 
~~NFRAI BUILDI~G CONTRACTORS 
General Cont~a2tors Residential 
G2ner2l Contractors Nonresidential 
~~AVY CONSTRUCTIQN CONTRACTORS 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTD~S 
~i~ffibi nJ Heat1~? Air Conditioning 
Misr Spec1a] Traje Cont~actJrs 
FOOD! KifDRED PRODUCT~ 
21:§2 
1.5-17 
15 
152 
154 
16 
162 
17 
i7t 
f -. 
l +..°:· 
Canneo t Pteserved Fruits & Ve3etables 203 0.9 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 
Broad Wo~en Fabric Mills Wcol 
APPAREL 8 OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 
LUMfER i WOOD PRODUCTS 
~039in3 Camps! Lo33in3 Contractors 
S;wmills ! ~lani~s Mill~ 
P~per M1lls E:cept Building Paper 
0+7 
O:.. .S 
2~J 
L3 
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Incidence Rat2s of Recordable Occupati1nal Illnesses by T;pe and Ind~stry, State of Maine, !983 
PRIN;ING f PUBLISHING 
N(lwspaper=· 
RUBBER? PLASTIC P~ODUCTS 
Misc Plastic Pr~d~rt~ 
L~A THE~ f ~EATHER PRODUCT~ 
Leather Tan~in3 & Finishin3 
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FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 
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TABLE 3 (Continued) 
Incidenr~ ~ates of Pecord;ble Occupationa l Illnesses by Type 3rd Industry, State af Maine, 1°83 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FOO[· '3TOFE 
k;::;::E,ry ':tcr e·:: 
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS & SERVICE STATIONS 
Ne~ R Used Car De2lers 
G3soline Ser~1ce Stations 
E~TING t DRINKING PLACES 
MISCELL~NE0US RETAIL STORES 
FI~ANCE·_INSURANCE, _&_REAL_ESTATE 
F:EAL EST ATE 
HOTELS! OTHER LODGING PLACES 
hn.el':: :our·ist Courts 8. Motel~. 
~~TO REPAIR SERVICES! GARAGES 
M~DICAL & HEAL7H SERVICES 
Nur~in3 I Personal Care Facilities 
~EGAL SERVICE: 
See Foct~ot2s at the end of Table 7t 
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SIC!::: 1 
541 
!:"C' J.J 
55~. 
554 
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60-67 
701. 
7C: 
, ., 
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INCIDENCE RATES~1 
Tot;l Nonfatal 
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TABLE 4 
Number of Recordab le Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, Maine, 1983 
1 j 
INDUSTF~y=-· 
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
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HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 
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TABLE i (Continued) 
Number of Recardajle Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Tlpe 3na 1nau5:ry, Mai ne, 1983 
TRANSPORTATION_!_PUBLIC_UTILITIES 
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION 
TRUCKING & WAREHOUSING 
Truckin3 Local & Lons Distanc2 
ELECTRIC GAS & SANITARY SERVICES 
Electric Services 
WHOLESALE_f_RETAIL_TRADES 
WHOLESALE_TRADE 
WHOLESALE TRADE - DURABLE GOODS 
WHOLESALE TRADE - NONDURABLE GOODS 
PETAIL_TRADE 
BUILDING HARDWARE f GARDEN SUPPLIES 
Lumber & Other Bldg Materials Dealers 
40 
49 
50-59 
50 
52-59 
521 
fotal Lost Cases With 
Tota: ~; Workdav Days Awav 
Cases11 Cases From Work 
1 ~20 
150 
600 
330 
290 
970 
4,450 
390 
18(1 
800 
ii lj 
370 
360 
140 
: 750 
540 
230 
780 
100 
360 
160 
HO 
.. 620 
910 
3BO 
1 '71 '.) 
zzo 
Days cf Total 
RactrirtPd Lost 
Work Activitv Workdays 
12~930 
l,290 110 1 400 
80 
2 210 70 
11 ~240 
440 3,150 
.l r-510 580 8 680 
J3r510 1,640 
:3,160 
Nsnf~tal Cases Average Lost 
Hithout Lost Workdays/Lost 
Wcrkdays Wor~day Case 
610 
:j/"-. 
J'J 
240 
170 
150 
3,7b0 
1,120 
57() 
550 
2 640 
16() 
90 
16 
12 
20 
14 
15 
17 
12 
8 
15 
19 
22 
33 
TABLE 4 (Continued) 
Number of Pecordaole Occupational Injuries ; rd !l!nesses ty Type ~nd Industry, M;1ne, 1983 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 
Department Stores 
FOOD STOF'.ES 
Gr·ocery Stores 
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS R srpv1r; STATIONS 
New? U;ed Car Dealers 
Gasoline Service Stations 
APPAREL & ACfESSORY STORES 
FURNITURE & HOME FURNISHING STORES 
EATING 8 DRINKING PLACES 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 
Fuel! Ice Dealers 
FINANCE,_INSURANCE, _8_REA~_ES1ATE 
Commer·c i al & Stock 
INS~FANCE 
INSURANCE AGENTS BROKERS & SERVICE 
PEAL ESTATE 
541 
551 
18 
Tot3l Last Ca~es With 
Tota ~. . Workday Days Away 
Cas9s11 Cases FrJ~ Morr 
460 
4 1 0 
1 120 
. (}90 
.!. : 
710 
410 
t,,) 
81) 
~-(i 
1 
' 
t :7·1 ) 
.H/i i;_.1-.._. 
1 ·? ;) 
. ,~.,.. 
~~:!._} 
BO 
..,,.._ 
/ : . .} 
60 
20 
~() 
200 
17:) 
360 
350 
290 
.1 30 
50 
40 
20 
450 
230 
9C1 
'""t!I. 
i\} 
.,:; ;_ ; 
'":_1/~ 
U\i 
~~1) 
iO 
30 
1% 
360 
260 
:,, 
i.- " ..
3(:: 
Days Aw2y 
Fr·om (,br+ 
1r820 
7,130 
2,220 
7~680 
730 
250 
250 
520 
180 
Days cf TJtal 
Restri:ted Lost 
4ork Activity Workdays 
1 980 
1 760 
R 
·..! ~ ~:3( 
2•)0 
59(1 5 450 
ry 
' 
380 I. .. 
5'30 
:;oo 
4~~:~} 
450 ;~ 1.?-0 
220 4 
' 
fl 1 0 ; 
140 C1 Lt-. :_1:_: .• : 
180 ~ ! 1t0 l 
2t/) 
10 :t/} 
1i0 630 
.:...~!) 
24(1 
Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
Hi t h~i.1t Lost. Workdays/Lost 
Workdays Workday Case 
Z,50 if'. !. \ / 
250 10 
60 :s 
740 21 
430 19 
i.WU 18 
20 p 
40 
--
~.;{\ L.1 1,,.1\ . .: 
740 IQ .I.I..' 
:·30 19 
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140 1 4 
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50 10 
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1 0 3 
30 8 
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N,.!mber of ~:ec-cr·d~:t-lr2 Occ·1 .. ?-~tiot1.3l ln.jur-19s by Type anti Indt_ist;/ , f1":;in21 ~98'3 
1 / 
INDUS Wt-:;' 
PRIVATE_SECTOR,_ALL_INDUSTRIES 
AGRICULTURE~ _FORESTRY,_f_FISHING 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
CONTRACT_CONSTRUCTION 
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 
General Contractors 
General ContractJrs 
- ResidentiaJ 
- Nsnresi~entia! 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 
Hi3~way 8 Street Construction 
Heavy Construrtion except Hiqhwav 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 
Plu~bing He2tin3 Air Conditioning 
Misc Special Trade Contractors 
MANUFACTURING 
FOOD~ VINDRED PRODUCTS 
i::i-= · 
._i.l, ~- -
Ql:s: 
Cil -0'? 
01 -02 
1.5-i7 
15 
152 
n::tJ. 
_i._:; 
U, 
151 
-4-1:0:· l ::1.:::. 
i7 
i71 
.1..:"' 
17'7 
20-39 
20 
Canned 8 Preserved Fruits! Ve3etat!e~ 203 
Misc Food & ~indred Products 209 
Total Lost (~ses With 
TJt3l 4 ; Wo~iJ~y 
Ca;e~ . .l : C3-;e=-
29r8~0 
'jQ'._°i 
190 
i..~860 
11020 
330 
~qo 
f40 
:::c:r, 
·..!•...:;: 
":·>J{"j 
.:.... : -.. 
1 ~ 2'.)0 
190 
:300 
14,680 
. ~ / oe 
520 
·"'C' ,"·. 
-.J.J'-) 
1s~220 
:20() 
120 
1d60 
:::: ·::!\ 
_1._, ·,.: 
180 
.350 
290 
140 
150 
~-3G 
8G 
i70 
c:, :J !::•_: 
l 1 lJ Li...' 
??,{) 
'180 
D.:.y~ HP21/ 
r r ,Jm Wor-t: 
·i 4~350 
2:)0 
12'.} 
1 ~ "140 
5:3:j 
~ 80 
350 
; -~r .. 
14(} 
150 
.J:r: 
80 
--:- E:4r 
?60 
32G 
17(.l 
Days Aw2y 
From Hor~ 
~61,14(1 
·...i ~ 51 f} 
.~ 
,· : l 
ZE,430 
~7~15( 
j ~ 21SO 
Sr :?SC, 
~: ~ i ~G 
l 4f .36;) 
~ l:~00 
~:i780 
~it7r4i( 
i ~, 250 
- . t .~~I 
,· -~i ;'"t 
:~::. •,.' :-· . , ,- Total 
Restri:ted Los; 
Wor~ Activity Wor~days 
.... ., -r. r, {1. ~ 7)::;:.} 
10a'.) 
{", 
..,,u-.. 
-· .:. .• i '-..:' 
550 
4 30 
(i t.} 
i 6(~ 
90 
~ ~ :1 jl._i 
Jl[\ 
l~ 
200 
13,950 
820 
20(} 
180 
iOL,tn• 
-~; 15t.: 
L,540 
~:o, ,j70 
'7 • 7.7f} 
2r9~0 
t ~ 3:30 
5r510 
2f27(l 
r t .-:,:-.,1-., 
~- ~ L . :1\} 
_S<?O~) 
1d% 
4 ~·18(; 
161 r 35(; 
~4, 
2,:330 
·-:· l""t rJ!\ 
..:. ~ j:JI.J 
Norfst2l Cas~s Average Lost 
With0ut Lost 
Wsrkdays 
14~600 
1 ·':/J 
0 
{;,~(: 
- . . .\,;. ~ .... 
~90 
_so 
3'70 
350 
210 
HO 
57:\ 
110 
- :.:\.i 
l ' ' 1~:00 
,:,9C 
J.'iG 
170 
Workdaysilost 
~orkd3y Case 
19 
18 
20 
·W:·1 
.... .. 
1 
!. 
E 
18 
1';' 
.6 
"':·? 
'1C: 
.;...~ 
17 
29 
20 
14 
9 
1".) ·.J 
~ 
0 
TABLE 5 (Continued) 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, Maine, 1983 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 
Broad Woven Fabric Hills woo1 
APPAREL & OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 
LUMBER f WOOD PRODUCTS 
Logging Camps & Logging Co~tractots 
Sawffiills & Planin3 Mills 
Misc Mood Products 
PAPER & ALLIED PRODUCTS 
Paper Mills Except Building Paper 
PRINTING & PUBLISHING 
Newspapers 
RUBBER & PLASTIC PRODUCTS 
Misc Plastic Products 
LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS 
Leather Tanning & Finishing 
Footwear Except Rubber 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 
MACHINERY EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 
r1 ~rTRTrAL EQUIPMENT t SUPPLIES 
~I/ 
~ ... ,.. ..... · 
Jl.L--
22J 
241 
249 
262 
271 
30 
3.t 
311 
35 
.jt./ 
Tot.al Lost 
Total41 Workday Cases~.. Cases 
810 
390 
:390 
ilO 
E:50 
1 480 
1 15(\ 
22(i 
100 
420 
340 
1 930 
140 
500 
-Z30 
1,660 
640 
390 
770 
10() 
40 
210 
880 
1-20 
210 
2:50 
9i) 
Day~. Away 
from !,!orv. 
230 
160 
42() 
370 
510 
210 
150 
1~100 
.,40 
H50 
160 
23(: 
Days Away 
From Wor·k 
9,200 
i5d0r-. 
a 740 
1., ,060 
1,350 
790 
19 ,(i:}(i 
_ ~00 
14 520 
2 650 
Days of Tot2l 
Restricted Lost 
Work Activitv Workdays 
830 _(;!030 
:330 .._,720 
360 
950 
50 
380 
22,270 
800 
70 
60 Zr 110 
21 ,~50 
3,180 
16 370 
1 !00 3 740 
400 
3 49() 
Nanf2tal Cases Average Lost 
Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
Workdays Workday Case 
320 
160 
180 
21 
400 24 
270 23 
18 
30 
i' 
... 1 ·._, 14 
.. 10 13 
110 14 
1 290 
130 
11050 
21 
L.: 0 13 
250 l'i 
60 
TABLES ~Cc~~inu~d) 
TRANSPORTATION_&_PUBLIC_UTILITIES 
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION 
TRUCKING & WAREHOUSING 
Truc~ing Local & Long Oi;tance 
ELECTRIC GAS? SANITARY SERVICES 
Electric Services 
WHOLESALE_&_RETAIL_TRADE~ 
WHOLESALE_TF:ADE 
WHOLESALE TRADE DURABLE GOODS 
WHOLESALE TRADE - NONDURABLE GOOD~ 
E:UILD rnG HARDWARE f Gf'1FTEt-i '.:11~·~" T~o:: 
L' ,rr:be: __ Ofo::J P1d3 M.3ter-i2l::- De2-le:"s 
42 
~21 
491 
50-59 
50-51 
C' i 
,J l 
521 
T:tal Lost L2se~ ~ith 
Tstal 4 , wor vaav 
Ca·;es~' Ca·::.e~::-
13C1 
330 
290 
790 
1c,o 
370 
360 
160 
140 
Days P,l.J2y 
!"'f"C:!ll wcr-k 
90 
370 
160 
140 
89(: 
370 
-::1: 
Da:;-~ Away 
From ~or!-: 
12r430 
~270 
2~210 
Days of 
Restricted Lost 
Work Activity Wor~days 
430 
1 -i~:!J 
90 7,51Q 
80 
70 2 270 
_ 130 
15;) 
Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
30 
260 
240 
170 
5% 
Workdav Case 
16 
20 
20 
14 
jC: 
,.,,: 
16 
12 
<t:' 
l-J 
1, ,J 
_:..; 
21 
TABLE 5 (Continuedl 
Nuffiber of Record3ble Jccupational Injuri es by Type and Industry, ra1ne~ 1983 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 
Department Stores 
FOOD :3TQRES 
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS 8 SERVICE STATIONS 
New & Used Car Dealers 
Gasoline Service Stations 
APPAREL & ACCESSORY STORES 
FURNITURE a HOME FURNISHING STORES 
EATING 8 DRINKING PLACES 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 
Fuel & Ice Dealers 
FINANCE,_INSURANCE, _&_REAL_ESTATE 
8AtWING 
Commercial a Stock Savings Banks 
INSURANCE 
INSURANCE AGENTS BROKERS R SERVICE 
F.:EAL EST ATE 
531 
54 
541 
55~ 
57 
59 
598 
60-67 
50 
602 
64 
4t:O 
4 10 
1 
' 
120 
1 7 i:190 
700 
/°'. 
., 
-....: 
50 
80 
~50 
1 150 
440 
190 
220 
80 
7(; 
60 
"'.·(, 
i- \J 
60 
Total Lost Cases With 
zoo 1 90 
i ; 0 17 j 
'jf.(-, 
l.;L,.1'-,.:' 36 C~ 
:350 :350 
280 250 
130 i~:o 
40 40 
40 4() 
20 2(J 
l2 1} 370 
230 220 
90 ,-:."'-. C·!.l 
8G "7(: 
30 30 
':[r! 30 
';"{i 20 
1 0 1 0 
-· ·-· 
D-3/=· Away 
From Work 
1 f 820 
j 670 .I. 
8 860 
; 1 1 30 
.q ~ 770 
-7 220 
430 
9(H) 
420 
4 
' 
370 
4 
' 
180 
730 
60 
';·C:{\ 
I-.·-•'..: 
250 
:350 
30 
i 40 
Dav·; of 
F:e·;t.ricted 
work Activity 
160 
I!"·. i I.J 
/ \.} 
5% 
160 
70 
450 
220 
80 
10 
i0 
20 
50 
Tot2l 
Lc:·;t 
WDrkdays 
1 ,980 A 
1 ~ 760 
8, 9:30 
..., 
L'-JI..' 
= r:360 
-
!.. 
' 
380 
500 
900 
430 
4,8:30 
4 400 
860 
E~=:1 
2t,O 
2t~O 
.Jt,() 
3(1 
190 
Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
Without. Lost. 
260 
25() 
760 
7i!J 
4:31} 
280 
20 
40 
30 
720 
210 
1 00 
140 
60 
50 
40 
F• 
.-t.:O.. 
:,'J 
Workdays/Lo~.t 
Workday Case 
10 
l (1 
25 
21 
'! 
18 
13 
22 
21 
11 
19 
10 
11 
iO 
10 
2i) 
'j 
-.! 
i 
TABLE 5 :continued) 
Number of ~ecordable Occupational Inju~i~s by T;pe and IndvstP\• Maine~ 1983 
1 , 
INDUSTRY~, 
HOTELS a OTHER LODGING PLACES 
Hotels Tourist Courts & Motels 
P~RSnN~ SERVICES 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
AUTO REPAIR SERVICES & GARAGES 
AMUS~MENT f RECREATION SERVICES 
MEDICAL f HEALTH SERVICES 
Nursing & Per~onal Care Facili ties 
HJspitals 
LEGAL SERVICES 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
SOCIAL SERVICES 
MEMfERSHIP ORGA~IZ~TIO~S 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES 
See footnotes at the end of Table 7i 
70-89 
0 
70 1 
72 
7~ 
75 
70 
80 
noc 
OV0 
nA/ 
ovo 
81 
n~ CL 
tj 
~ ~ 
89 
1 at2l Lost Cases Mith 
Total 4 1 Workday Days ~u2y 
Cases~· Cases From ~Jr\ 
~ 890 i 920 1 850 J 
' 
f 
250 1 1 0 1 10 
220 90 90 
- d~ 40 y ; -.,,,: 
~4A 120 1 20 ~ IV 
220 '0 0 
1 SC 80 80 
~ 120 1 ! 1 50 1 090 ~ 1 ~ 
' ~~A 42 ;: 420 '~V 
i l 330 7i 0 650 
20 1 0 ~ 0 
330 i . 1 1 0 I ~ 
31 0 1 30 130 
fl.: 20 20 
80 50 50 
Days Awa; 
From Work 
ryG 800 ~~ ~ 
~ 
' 
640 
~ 580 
SZO 
~ 600 i 
-
1 30 
690 
1 ~ 230 J 
' 
~' 150 
10 ~ 910 
340 
; ~ i 40 
~~n 
-
' LV 
dc0 
jOV 
u2;~ of Total 
Restricted Lost 
Mor ~ Activity Workdays 
2,100 
20 
1n 
.v 
{U 
10 
30 
20 
11780 
50 
20 
30 
30~900 
_,660 
2r590 
530 
_,150 
!lV 
12,690 
390 
690 
Nonfatal Cases 
W1t~out Lost 
Workda;s 
lU 
120 
970 
300 
620 
1 I 
220 
180 
30 
Average Lost 
Workdays/Lost 
Workday Case 
16 
_9 
17 
lL 
32 
9 
1: 
10 
12 
11 
TABLE 6 
Number of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industr y1 Maine, 1983 
l f 
INDUSTRY.:. ' 
PRIVATE_SECTDR,_ALL_INDUSTRIES 
AGRICULTURE,_FORESTRY,_&_FISHING 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
CONTF:ACT_CONSTRUCTION 
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 
General Contractors - Residential 
General Contractors - Nonresidential 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 
Heavy Construction except Highway 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 
Plumbing Heating Air Conditioning 
Misc Special Trade Contractors 
MANUFACTURING 
FOOD & KINDRED PRODUCTS 
01 -02 
15-17 
15 
152 
16 
162: 
1. 
171 
20-39 
20 
Canned g Pneserved Fru1ts 8 Vegetables 203 
Misc ~aod & Kindred Products 209 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 
~roa~ Woven F3br1c Mills Wool 
Tot2l Lost Lases With 
Total 41 Workday Days Away 
Cases..: ' Cases Fr·Jffi Work 
ir590 
30 
10 
10 
10 
1 300 
:30 
10 
10 
10 
720 
20 
730 
i { j 
J. V 
30 
10 
Days Away 
!='rom Work 
50 
370 
40 
300 
30 
190 
Days of Total 
Restricted Lost 
Work Activity Workdays 
311980 
50 
300 
300 
.:30 
30 
120 
Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
Without Lost Workdays'Lost 
~orkdays Workday Case 
73(: 
20 
20 
1 (l 
10 
58(J 
8(: 
20 
20 
37 
c: 
.J 
18 
60 
60 
32 
32 
7 
11 
8 
TAeLE 6 (Contir~ed) 
Ir-mucri:;,·,,l/ ,.OJ ,_,.,] 
APPAREL & O~HER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 
LUMBER & WOO[ PRODUCTS 
Lo33in3 Camps f Lo3 131r:3 LDnt.r-ac-tors 
~awmills & Planing Mills 
Misc Wood Products 
PAPER! ALLIED PRODUCTS 
Paper ~ills Except Building Pape~ 
PRINTING! PUBLISHING 
Newspaper~-
RUBBER! PLASTIC PRODUCTS 
Misc Plastic Products 
LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS 
Leather Tannins & Finishing 
Footwear Except Rubber 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 
MACHINERY EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 8 SUPPLIES 
Electronic Ccmponent; t Accessories 
'i i 
SIC=.-
23 
241 
30 
307 
31 
311 
314 
'1.'I 
-.J"i 
36 
Total Lost Case; With 
Totaln: Workday 
CasesJ' C~ses 
50 
30 
20 
10 
730 
30 
50 
L'J 
Ot~ 
,-;., 
1C· 
10 
10 
20 
10 
r. 
10 
.j!J 
10 
10 
1 () 
330 
./J 
DB/·= Awa=/ 
Fr-om 4orV 
1rh0 
370 
1 % 
30 
130 
51:J 
20 
11,160 
60 
"':·i'A 
£..! v 
Days of 
Restricted Lost 
Work Activi tv Wor~days 
i_l.J 
60 
2(i 
10 
5~950 
15(. 
430 
}:20 
i ~s?c 
370 
1 +:: 
?O 
20(! 
i ,Ji;/ 
110 
510 
270 
*tO 
18, 120 
t :J 
17 1 i 0 
4?(~ 
..;.5:) 
l ,830 
I '"";-! i'} Jl 
Without Lc:st 
Wor+.davs 
:t. 
4,J 
f.. 
4,'\ ,, 
L\I 
r:-t~ 
i.. V 
f. 
I 
10 
). 
280 
20 
740 
% 
~ / '\ l •, j 
40 
1e 
Wor-kd3ys/Lo·3t 
workday Case 
8'i ~ 
21 
tlL ,~: 
1 iJ 
-I Q 
l ~· 
11 
0 
'i': 
.:;.i:. 
30 
10 
41 
7 
't.::: 
23 
56 
·j f 
._• / 
47 
+:" 
°' 
I 
TABLE 6 (Continu0d) 
Number of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type ;nd Ind0stry, Maine, 1983 
1i INDUsrny.::' 
TRANSPORTATION_&_PUBLIC_UTILITIES 
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION 
WHOLESALE_B._RETAIL_TRADES 
~HGLESALE_TRADE 
WHOLESALE TRADE - DURABLE GOODS 
WHOLESALE TRADE - NONDURABLE GOODS 
RETAIL_TRADE 
BUILDING HARDWARE & GARDEN SUPPLIES 
Lumber! Other Bldg M?ter1als Dealers 
FGOD STORES 
Grocery St.or-t1S 
AUTOMOBILE DEALE~S & SERVICE STATIONS 
New & ~sed Car Dealers 
Gasoline Service Stations 
EATING & DRINKING PLACES 
MISrELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 
:3Ii:f/ 
40-49 
lit-, 
r.: 
50-59 
50-51 
5(1 
C::i 
·-' .i. 
52-59 
52 
~"1 
._:L,, .., 
54 
:::.a.1 
:.) ; ~. 
!:"J:" 
_LJ 
r:r::1 \,] • ....?.:.. 
554 
:::: ; 
Sj· 
Total Lost Cases With 
7ctal41 Workday Cases~· Cases 
10 10 
10 10 
. iOO 60 
30 20 
i. ;%; 
~r~ 20 ;_ ·-:..:· 
70 4r, 
10 10 
1.U 10 
,.;., 
.¥. -
i l\ 
i.·.· lV 
:$. }. 
10 10 
4(} 20 
£...:.} I 
Days Away 
From Work 
10 
10 
t.O 
2,J 
't. 
20 
40 
10 
F• 
-
10 
:t 
10 
2( 
l 
Days Away 
From Work 
60 
60 
3,980 
270 
zo 
r:-C'i! 
..:.-J!...} 
:3~ 700 
301) 
300 
-
-
9() 
.~ 
90 
37300 
F.~ 
Days of i c:t2l 
Restricted Lost 
Work Activity Workdays 
- fO 
- 60 
ror . 1,000 LV 
20 290 
-
.;....;.· 
20 270 
- 31 /(H) 
-
'=!(ii) 
,.· -:,;·.: 
- 30( 
-
- -
-
. -
- 1 
"'\." 
-
c,,1; 
- 3d00 
-
·? ;'~ 
Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
Without Lost 
Workdays 
l 
:f. 
40 
10 
f. 
10 
:30 
-
-
J 
~ 
-
-
1:F". 
.::..~_: 
20 
Workdays/Lost 
Workday Case 
6 
t 
I,-, 
1:J7 
15 
12 
~ r: 
L·-1 
..::1 
. .., ... 
61 
10 
i2 
150 
,.., 
·..i 
Number of Recordabl2 Oc:upational Illnesses by Type an~ Industry, M~in2, 1933 
~ ' 
INDUSTRY!' 
FINANCE,_INSURANCEr_&_REAL_ESTATE 
INSURANCE 
REAL ESTATE 
HOTELS 1 OTHER LODGING PLACES 
Hotels Tourist Courts & Motels 
AUTO REPAIR SERVICES & GARAGES 
MEDICAL & HEALTH SERVICES 
Nur~ing & Personal Care Facilities 
Hospitals 
LEGAL SERVICES 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
SOCIAL SERVICES 
See footnotes at the end of Table . . 
60-67 
65 
70-89 
70 
701 
805 
806 
82 
10 
10 
120 
10 
10 
90 
20 
IV 
10 
Total Lost 
Work~ay 
C2-ses 
i0 
1 u 
l 
50 
50 
20 
30 
Cases With 
G;ys Away 
From Work 
10 
10 
l 
50 
50 
20 
~~ JV 
Day~ Away 
From Wor( 
220 
180 
1~ 
1 ,800 
1 r/50 
90 
1 !660 
60 
Days of 
Rest~ic ted 
Work Activity 
100 
!00 
110 
1 00 
100 
Total 
Lost 
Workdays 
320 
270 
40 
1,910 
1 ,850 
90 
1 7 60 
60 
Without Lost 
Workdays 
70 
iO 
10 
to 
Average Lost 
Workdays /Lost 
Workday Case 
45 
54 
36 
39 
N~rnber of Recordabl2 Oc2upatio~3l Ill~ess~~' by Cat23cry of !ll~2ss~ Maine, 1983 
Category of Illness 
Occupational skin diseases and disorders 
Oust diseases of the lung 
0 oisoning (S;stemic effects of ~o~ic materials) 
Disorders due to physical 23ents 
All other occupatio~al illn0~~pc 
S/ TOTAL ALL IL! NF~sFs~· 
FOOTNOTES FOR TABLES 1-7: 
15:, 
1! I~d1J~try 01 1isicn 3rd 3rcup totals include daLa far indust~ies not shown separately, 
·ne incidence ~3tes represent the number of illnesses or lost wor~d2ys 2er !00 f0ll-time e~p1oyees 
-:T16 werP CJ} c.,: .. ::'l?.d u·::.in3 
P3te = N 200,000 EH 
Where N = number of jr,juries~ illn~sses, total cases, or lost workday~. 
2C0,000 = base fJr 100 full-time-eq~ivalent wcr~ers, working 40 hours fer week and 50 weeks per ;e3r, 
EH= nuruber of expos~re hours, total hD0rs ~orked by all eruplcyee~ ~0ring the su?ve; yf21· , 
1. I0c!:i~nc2 ~2t0s of ~ctal cases and numbers J~ total cases incluoes f3talit1es, in addition to lost wor~day ~;s2s 
2nd nonfatal case; without lost wor~days, Ho~ever, because of ro0n1ir3, the s~m of the rates (3nd the sum of t0e 
~u~b~r~\ for lest wor~da; c3ses 20c no~fatal cases witho0t !ost workdavs ~ay not equal the tot2l. Similarlv, 
lhe difference between the total and the sum of the compo~ents shown may not reflect thf fata!it\ rate. 
c,f illnesses in Tatle ,:: 
NOTE: DASHES indicate ~o dat2 r2ported1 
;sTERISKS (1) 1n Tables l, 2, and 3 indicate in~i:{~0r~ fates of cases/workdays te~s than 0.5 ~or 100 ~or(?rs: 
a~d ir Tables 4, 5· ~:d 6 indic2te numbers o~ rases/workdays less tha~ 5. 
D3t3 :anfor~ing tc OSYA definitions for coal ;nd lignite m1n1n3 'SIC 11 and 12) 2nd metal ~0d ~ormetal mininJ 
i?Ir 10 an( 1~ )~ and for railroad t~a~sp0rtati0r '.SIC 40j were pro~ided by the Mine Safety and Health 
4d8i~i~tr3tion, U.S . Department cf labor, 3nd by the Federal Railroad Administration, U,Si Department of 
Tran~portation- Data for independe~t contractors who perform services on construction on mining site~ 3re 
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APPENDIX A: SCOPE Of THE SURVEY & TECHNICAL NOTES 
SCOPE OF THE 1983 OSH SURVEY 
The 1983 OSH Injuries and Illnesses Survey relates to the following Industry 
Divisions in the State of Maine: Agriculture, Forestry, & Fishing (SIC 01-09); Mining 
(SIC 10-14); Contract Construction (SIC 15-17); Manufacturing (SIC 20-39); Transportation 
& Pub I ic Uti I ities (SIC 40-49); Wholesale Trade (SIC 50- 51 ); Retai I Trade (SIC 52-59); 
Finance, Insurance, & Real Estate (SIC 60-67); and Services (SIC 70-89, except Private 
Households SIC 88). 
All employees (part-time, temporary, etc.) in these industries are covered. 
Excluded are self-employed individuals, agricultural employers with fewer than eleven 
workers, domestic employers, and Federal/State/Local government units. Also excluded for 
the 1983 OSH Survey were small employers in certain low-hazard industries, in an attempt 
to reduce the reporting burden for those employers. 
Survey questionnaires were initially mailed to 3,565 sample units. A relatively 
smal I proportion ( 403 or 11 %) of these were later excluded because they were no longer in 
operation, were found to be not within the scope of the survey, were included in the 
report that was completed for another location, received duplicate survey forms for the 
same establishment, or were not deliverable by the Postal Service because of an inadequate 
address. Original and follow-up mailings and/or telephone calls resulted in 3,004 usable 
questionnaires out of a possible 3, 162 for a 95% usable response rate. 
To maintain comparability with prior years' OSH Surveys, a statistical method was 
used for generating the estimates to represent the smal I nonfarm employers in low-risk 
industries who were not surveyed for 1983. The estimating procedure involved averaging 
the data reported by smal I employers for the 1980, 1 981, and 1982 surveys. In addition, 
information was received from Federal sources on the injuries and illnesses at Maine's 102 
railroad and mining establishments, which are surveyed separately. 
ESTIMATING PROCEDURE 
Estimates of the numbers of injuries and illnesses in each sampled industry were 
obtained by first weighting the data for each reporting unit by the reciprocal of the 
sampling ratio for each industry and employment size group. Each of the sampling eel I 
estimates was then adjusted for nonresponse. Finally, the aggregate data for each 
industry was adjusted for births by benchmarking, a form of ratio estimation using an 
independent determination of actual employment. 
INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION 
Reporting units are classified into industries on the basis of their principal 
product or activity determined by information entered in Section 111 (Nature of Business) 
of the survey questionnaire. For a reporting unit making more than one product or 
engaging in more than one activity, data for the unit are included in the industry 
indicated by the respondent as the most important product or activity. 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 
STANDARD INDUSTRY MIX 
Because rates among industries vary greatly, caution is necessary when making 
comparisons between incidence rates produced for different jurisdictions. In making such 
comparisons, one could derive the wrong impression that a state with a concentration of 
employment in industries with high incidence rates (such as Maine) has a poor overall 
safety record when compared with the national rate or with rates from other states. 
To overcome this bias, estimates for each state can be recalculated to a common 
employment base using data from the level lower than the level being compared. For 
example, if the desired result were an All-Industry state rate adjusted to the national 
mix of industries, data from the Industry Division level would be used. This process is 
called the Standard Industry Mix (SIM), and the formula is shown below: 
X. = national employment for the /h industry 
I 
Y. = unadjusted incidence rate for the ithindustry 
I 
X = employment for industries absent from the state 
0 . 
By this method, a state's rates can be adjusted to the U.S. economy's mix of 
industries, as was done for Maine in Section VIII. Remaining differences are then clearly 
due to other factors, at present undetermined. 
- so -
U.S. Department of L1bor 
Bureau of Labor Statistics for the Occupalional 
Safety and Health Administration 
1983 OSHA No. 200·5 
ANNUAL OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES ANO ILLNESSES SURVEY 
(Covering 9a1endar Year 1983) 
I. ANNUAl ,.VERAOE 
EMPLOYMENT IN 1H3 
II. TOTAl HOURS 
WORKED IN 1983 
111 . NATURE OF BUSINESS IN 1983 
C II this relort lnclud!'s 
any estat,lishment(s) 
wh,ch ()'!rfor'T'I services tor 
othe1 units bl your co,,., 
pany . 1nd1cale lhe primary 
type ol service or support 
provided (Check II many 
II apply.) 1 
IV. MONTH Of OSHA 
INSPECTION 
V. RECORDABLE INJURIES 
AND ILLNESSES 
En!l•r lhl' IYl'rao" numbPr ol 
employees who workP.d du• 
lno calendar yHr 1983 In lhf! 
e,tabhshm!'nl(sl cov!'rPd by 
lhl, report Include 111 
cl~SSPS ol employef's ru11 . 
t1me. c,art-tlm,., Sl!Uonal . 
lemp0rary, tic. ~e the ,n. 
,tructlons tor 11n 11111mpre or 
an annual 1ver11ge l!mploy· 
,.,,.nt catcutat,on. 
(Round lo the nearest whol• 
ltllfflber.) 
Entpr thl' 101ar n11mt>-r ol 
hour!, ar:tu~llv worlio.l"d 
dur,no 1983 bv ell em . 
ptoyf'l'S rover!!d by lh•s 
rl'port 00 NOT includ" 
11ny non-work11m(' evtn 
thouo" pa•d such as va-
c:11,n.,s . ,,ck ,,.ave. etc 
If employ!'~!. work!'d lc,w 
hou•s 1n 1983 due 10 lay· 
olls. st11~•1s. 11rP.~. etc .. 
e,pla,n und!'r commf'"IS 
(S'?cllon VIit (Round to 
tt.. neer•,t whole 
number.) 
I..__I I.._______.I 
A Chrr.k lhr hor which 
be~t desr."h"~ the grnerat 
!Vf""° (lf :t ( f1v 1ly [')ftrf(),mPtj 
by thr e~l~t·lo~hml.'"l(sr 1n 
eluded ,n this reparl 
O Agriculture 
O ForP.Slry 
'.J F1sllino 
O M1nrng 
O Construc11on 
O Manulaclurino 
[l Transoo•tat•on 
O Communic11t•on 
O Publlc u1,1t1,es 
O Whoresare Trade 
O Retail Trade 
O Fin.irice 
O lnsurarice 
O Rear Estate 
O Serv,ces 
B Enter ,n order of im · 
portance the principal 
["Oducts . l1n1?s of tre1dfl' 
SN"1ce!- or othflr ac1tv11te!-
For each entry arso ,riclude 
the appror,mate percent ol 
lolal 1983 annual value ol 
production . sates or re-
ce,pf s. 
VI. OCCUPATIONAL INJURY AND ILLNESS SUMMARY (Covering Calendar Year 1983) 
• Co'"P'"'" r1t1s s11cr10" by COPY'"0 ,,.,. ror11ts from '"" """ua/ su,,.,,.11,y of rou, 1983 OSHA No 200 
• leave Section VI btank it lllere w"re no OSHA recordabl'! 1n1urles or ,finesses dur,ng 198J 
1. O Central 
adm,n,!llralion 
2. O Reseatch . develop· 
men! il'ld le$l1ng 
3. 0 Storaoe (warehouse) 
• o o'",T'"''' 
l 
1~ 
II the establtshmenl(s '. 
covered by thi~ repart 
ha<1 Ptlher ;i l'e<J,,,a, or 
Sta!P OSHA compliance 
inspection du11ng eaten· 
d11r year 1983 . please 
en,,,., the name ot lhe 
month in which the first 
1risoec11on occurred 
ILHve this I I 
bo• blarik .) 
----
• Please Chf'ck your figures to be certain tllal thr sum ot ent11es in columns f7al + (7b) + (7cl + (7dl + (7e) + (7fl + (7g) = !he sum of flnlries in columns (8) -+ (9) + (13) 
I.....•. Nnt~ Frrst~•df'V""wh""~dm•n,~,,., .... ~bv11~ncro,or"11'\P1snot,rr.nr~~ble . 
O,d this eslab· 
li s hmrri1 havr 
any recordabl i, 
in1u11es or ill -
nesses du""O 
calendar year 1983 
1. 0 No !Please 
comp1~,~ 
section Viii 
2. 0 Yes (Please 
complete 
sec11ons VI 
and VII .) 
SEE BELOW 
. .-OCCUPATIONAL INJURY CASES!' ''· ·t -. ,~·; .. · .. :"l: ,·\ ~OCCUPATIONAL fLLNESS CASES.::,:':-·-·~ ·· ~ .. _. -.r:.~· ,.. ·~-!~;~-,.,,--· ._ i:; .. ' .::: • 
In Jury· 
Rtl1t11d 
FalallllPt 
DEATHS" 
Number 
ol deaths 
In cot . 1 
of !he tao 
(OSMl lllo 1001 
(1) 
DEATMS 
lnJurlH with Lott Wortid1ys 
Injury CIIVS 
w,th d1ys 
away lrom 
work and/or 
restrlcll!d 
workdays 
Numbt!rol 
cllecks In 
col 2 ot the 
IOQ 
!OSHA No 1001 
(21 
ln1ury 
c,~es 
..,,,., days 
away 
lrom 
work 
Number ol 
chrr:k~ ,n 
cot 3 ol the 
IOQ 
IOSHl No l'O!'r 
(31 
Days away 
from work 
D11ys ol 
rl',IIICtr.C! 
work 11ct1v,1y 
Sum ol d1ys in Sum ol days In 
cot • of tllf' too cot ~ ot thf' 
IOQ 
iO~Hl No 1001 
,., 
VII. REPORT PREPARED BY (please print or type) 
lnjurln 
Wlthoul 
Lost 
Wortid1ys'· 
Numhl'r of 
chr.cks 1n 
cor 6 ol th 
loq 
I 
Type of lllnHs: Entf'r the number ot checks ntness- I Illnesses with lost Worl<d1ys 
from the appropriate {OSHA Refiled 
columns In the lc,v. No. 200) F1l1lltil!s 
~ IEATHS' • ~',~~s:a~:ses Illness Days away 
"' -~ .,, u ! -o '" ~ I away from ~~~:~ays from work 
= ~ - - [ E ~ ~ <? work and/or away from 
-;. ~ t ~ ~ ~.. ;"~ ~ ~ ~ rPslr,cted work ~ ~ :: e .. - :, v u workdays ~~- ~".! :,,,. i ~ t ;= ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 
~-· ~:_; !~ ~~ ~~ ig ~~ ~~ 5_ t~ ~~ ~} ~£ ~~ Ou Oo a:-o 0.•• Oa oi •'= 
Number 
ol deaths 
,n col 8 
ol the log 
Number of 
checks ,n 
col 9 of the 
IOQ 
Number of 
checks rn 
COi tO of 
thl' log 
Sum ol days 
in col 11 ol 
the log 
IO~•l No ?00 1 _______ _......._..--...--.....---1 ilmt '*' mt !OSHA No ,001 !OSHA No ,001 rOSHl No :>oor 
ff.I lat !bl (C) (di (P.I (I) (g) 18) i!l) 1101 !111 
i 
t>EATMS 
Days ot 
rest11cled 
work 
act,v,ty 
Sum of days 
in col 12 of 
tile log 
IOSHl No X>Or 
1121 
ltlnnses 
Without Lot 
Workdays• 
Numbl'r of 
chec~.s ,n 
cor 13 ol 
the IOQ 
IO~HA No ,00) 
(131 
NAME _______________________ _ 
COMMENTS-----+-------------------~ 
TITLE ------------------------
SIGNATURE----------------------~ 
AREA CODE ANO PHONE~-----------------~ 
DATE 
O M B NO 1220-0045 
Approva' f!rpirf!s 12/31,a..1 
Complete this report whether or not there were 
recordable occupational injuries or illnesses. 
PLEASE READ THE ENCLOSED INSTRUCTIONS 
TPu: ,.,forma!IC'\n cot1,c1~r1 C"" th ,,,,,,,.,, w,11 twrr, u~ to, ~,~1,s1tr.a1 purro\r, on1., b, 
11i, BLS OS~A. ,,,,, thr too~·ating s,.,,. Ag~nc_., 
I Complete and return ONLY I THIS FORM within 3 weeks 
Sch No Cl< SICB 
EDIT 
~ 
~ 
~ 
I 
'ti 
~ 
),. 
CJ 
~ l M ., cf, 
"P ~ 
.,Ill ,.:.. 
c o~;a~ i 5~~~~ 
0 111-.8viH I I- E o.., 11>"iiiZ 
z :H~ g~-~ " 
' cc 0€ :,:r~_g ::::, 0 
I- !~;.!~g-
w !? CD:::,~:,~ 0 
cc (I) 0 fD(/) < 1- ~ 
.. 
~ 
" .; Q. 
t 
(.) 
Sul 
APPENDIX B ( continued) 
SUHT\ 1u.rotn1r,,c; RL(;LILATIONS 
Title ~9. P.tTI 1904 20-~2 of the Codr of l'edcral Rq,;ula1100> rr-iu1res 1ha1: ea,h employer shall reaurn the 
rnmplc1cd sur,·e)· form, OSHA t-o. 200-S, v.ithin 3 "ed1 of 1e.:eip1 in ac.:ordance "ith the imt1uc1ions 
;1,o"n bdo"'·· 
tl'iSlRUCllO,s FOR COMrLETl!liG THL OSHA f\iO. 200-S •ORM 
19113 OCC I..J PA 110,Al. ll'iJl'RILS AM> ILLM..SSLS SUR\'E\ 
ICoHrini: Calt·nd,ir \ 'ur 19113) 
Ch•nl(,. of o .. nrr,hip-When 1hc1c has been a ,hanbe of o"ne,,hip durinb 1he rcpora r<riod, oni)· the rc..:ord, of 1hc rnrrenl o"ncr arc 10 be entered in the 
1tpor1. E,plain fully under Commcn11 (Se,·1ion \'JI) , and include 1hr dale of 1he o"'ncr,hip ,·hange and the l ime peri,>d thi, rcpoTI .:o,cr, . 
P•rtial-Yur Ntporting-For any establi,hmrnt(s) "hi.:hwas n,11 in C\ISten.:e for the en111e report yea,. the report 1hould .:o,·cr the portion of the period du1-
inb "'hi..:h the c,1al>fohmenlh) \llas in cxi,1c11.:e . Explain fully under Comment> (~,-1ion \'II), indudin11 the 1ime period 1hi1 report co,·ers . 
t:Sl ABLbHMD,TS l!liCl.l' UEl> 11' l Ht: REt'ORT 
Tim repoll should include only those e,1ahli,hn1<·n1 , lo,air,1 in. or identified by, th,· Rcp.,n l.o.,Hion and lden1if1.:a1ion de,ignation "'fo.:h appe .. r, abo,e )OUr 
mJ1ilni: add1r,1. This de>1~nario11 ma) be a ~<'ogriiph,cal area, u;uJII) a .:ounlr) 01 ,II), or it could be a brief dn,·rin11on of ,our orina11,>n "ithin a 
11coi;raphi.:iil a1<a. H you havr any qu,·>1iu"' con.:erni11g the co-er age of this rep.~, 1. pka,c ..:untact the ai:cnl") identified on 1he OSHA No. 200-S repoTI form. 
UUl!\lllO:\ Ot EST ABl.lsttMl::rliT 
An l:ST ABLISIIMENT h defined as a )ingle phy,iciil lo-:a11on "here bu1inc;; is rnnductcd or "'here 1ervi..:c, or mdu,1ri.il oper.i1iom arc per formed. (For ex-
ample : a fa.:tOr). mill, )tore, ho1cl, rest.iuriinl, JJIO\le I heJtr e , farm , 1 an.:h, b.inl., sale, ol fo:e. "archou,c, or ,..-n11al adrn111"1r,11i>e off 1.:c . ) 
I or l i rm:::i c11~a~cd III at.:t1,111c:, ~u~h a'.-1 nm,11u..:11on, tr..1!"1'>por1..a1wn. 1..um111unh.·athln, or cll-":tri,:. fa~ and !lanilar)' ~<"ni\'.'.:::,, whi,:h may hC' phy~u:all) c..li::,pcr!,cd, 
reports ,hould <·o,·cr the place to whi..:h cmplo)ce, normally report ca.:h day. 
Repom for pcr,onnd who do not prim.iril)· rcpoTI or "orl. a1 .i sinslc e11abfohmrn1, su.:h a, tra,·d1ni; salc,men. 1c,·hni.:iam, eni;inecrs. e1.:., ,hould co,cr lhe 
lu.:a11on from v.hich they arc p;iid or the ba1c from "hi.:h pcr,onncl opcrale to cur) ou1 1hcu a.:11,·i1ics. 
St:CllO:"li I. AN!'illAL A \'lcRALE l:MPLO\'ML~T 1rii. 1983 
Enter in Scc1ion I the 1,-rragt (not the 101al) number of full and part -lime cmplo)ec, v.ho ,.orl..cd during calendar year 1983 in the c,1ahl11hmen1(s) included in 
this 1cpor1. If more than one cslablishmcnt is indudcd in this report, add togc1her the annual a,crage cmplo)mcnt for each establishment and cn1er the sum. 
Include all cla,sc, of employees - seasonal, tcmporarr, admini,1ra1ivc, supcn·imr)·, clerical, professional, technical, sale,, dcli\Cr), im1alla1ion, comtruc1ion 
and sen ice personnel , a, well a, opcra1or, and related ,..orkcrs. 
Annual A,·cragc employment ,hould be computed by rnmmin!? the cmploymeni from all pay periud, durinf 1983 and then di,id,n~ 1har ,um b> the 101al 
number of su,·h Pii) pcriod1 throu!?hout the entire yea, , in.:luding periods" i1h n,, employmrnt . For c,ample, if y·ou had the followmg monthly emplo)mcn1 -
Jan.-10; Fcb .- lU; Mar.-10; Apr. -5; May-5; June-S; Jul)-5; Aug.--0; Sepi.-0; Oci. -0; No, .-5; De.:. -5-)ou ,.ould sum 1he numbc1 of cmplo~c.-c, for i:a<·h mon-
th!) pay pcriod (in this case; 60) and then di,·ide 1ha1 total b)· 12 (thc number of pa)· periods during the )Car) to dcri,·c an annual average employment of S. 
TOTAL HOURS WORKJ:U IN 19&3 
[nter in Section II the 10111 number of hours a.:iually v.orlo.NI by all cla,scs of rmplo)ce, during 1983 Be sure 10 indudc O:"I.L\' time on dut). DO l'iOT in· 
,·lude Rn) non-v.ork limc ncn though paid, such as , ·aca1io111 , ,i.:~ lea,c, holidays, c1e. The hours "orl.ed figure should be obtained from paywll or other 1imc 
re,ord; wherever pmsible; if houl'li '"orl.ed arc.- 1101 maintamed separate!) from houn paid, please enter )·our bes1 c11imate . If actual hour, "orJ..cd arc 001 
a1ailahlc for employees paid on commission, salary, by mile, c1.:. , hours "orl.ed may be e11ima1cd on the ba,i, of h"hcdukd hour, or 8 hour, per v.orl.day. 
For example, if a group of 10 saliiried employee, "'orkcd an a,erage of 8 hours per day, 5 days a ,..cd, for 50 wttlo.s of the report pcr1od, the io1al hours v.ork-
ed for thi s group v.·ould be IO" 8 x 5 x SO = 20,000 hours for the report period. 
SECTION ltl. lliATURE or BUSINl.SS IN 1983 
In order to , ·crify the nature of business code, "e mus1 ha,e informa1ion about the spc.;ific e.::onornic acti\'ily carried on by the c:.1ablishmen1(,) included in 
)our report dur ing calendar 1983 . 
Complete Pans A, Band Ca, indica1ed in Scc1ion Ill on 1~ OSHA No. 200-S form . Complete Part C onl)· if supporting sen ices arc pro,ided 10 other 
e,tahl"hments ul )our .:ompany . 1.ea\'e Pan(' blanlo. if a) ,uppcnlln~ ,en ices arc no11he primar) fun.:tion of ,my e11abli,hmcn1(,) in.:luded III th11 repon orb) 
suppor1inJ! seni.:cs are pro,·idcd but only on a rnn1r11rt or ftt b11,b for the general publi.: 01 for other busines, firms. 
lliOTE: If more than one establishment is included, information in Section Ill should rcOect the combined acti\'itie, of all such establishments. One code will 
be assigned " ·hich best indicates Che na1urc of businc,s of the group of establishments as a "hole. 
SECTIO:li IV. MONTH Of OSHA ll'iSP£(..7tON 
[mer 1he name of the firs1 month in 1983 during "hi.:h )our cstablishment(s) haJ an OSHA compli.incc impcction . lndude in,pt"c1ion, under the Federal or 
S1a1t c4ui,alenis of the Occupational Safety and Heahh Act I>) Federal or S1a1c impc,ton and 01hc1 inspections" hich may re,uh in pc:nahies for ,iola1ions of 
safety and hcc1hh standards. Do not include inspc.:iions limited to elnators, b,,ilers, ftrc ~fct)' or tho-c "h;ch arc consuha1i,·c in na1u1e. 
SU710N V. RlXORDABLI:: lfliJURll::S OR ILLl'il::.SSLS 
Check the a ppropriate box. If you checked "Yes", complete Sections VI and VIL If you checked "No", complete only Section VII. 
OCCUPATIOl'iAL INJUR\' Al'liU ILLflit::SS SUMMAR\' 
This sc,·11011 '"" be completed ca,ily by copying the io1als from the annual ,ummary of ,·our 1983 OSHA No. 200 form (Log and Summary of Occupational 
lnju11es and lllnn~s). Plca,c note that if this report co, crs more 1han one es1ablishmcn1, 1he final totals on the "Log" for each mu>1 be added and the sums 
emered in Sc.:tion VI. 
lea,c Scc1ion \'I blanlo. if the employees co,·cred in th,s report cApcricnccd no rc.::ordat,lc injuric.-, or illnnses during 1983. 
If !here "'CIC re,:urdable injuric:. or illnes1c1 durin£ the year, plei1,c re, ic" )Our OSHA No. 200 form lor each cs1abl1>hmcn1 10 be in.:luded in this report 10 
m.ilo.c ,urr th.ii illl entries arc .:orrert and complete before complc1in11 Se.:iion \'I. Each rc.::ordablc i:a,e ,hould be in.:ludcd on the "Log" i11 only one of the six 
ma111 c.ilcj!oric, of injuric, or illnes, es: ·, 
I. INJUH'r' -rda1cd death, (Loll column I) 4. ILLNESS-related du1h, (Log .olumn II) 
2. INJURIES ""h 1011 "'orldays (Log column 2) 5. ILLr,;[SSES v. ith lost v.orkda)·s (Loi column 9) 
3 . INJUHIES ,.i,hou1 lost ,.orldays (Lo.1: .olumn 6) 6. ILLNESSES ,.i1hou1 lost v.orlday, (Log column 13) 
Aho revic,. e,11:h case to ensure that the appropria1c cntrie, ha-c been made for the other columns if applicable. For eumplc, i( 1hc ca,c is an Injury"' ith Lost 
Wur~de)'> , be ,urc tha t the ched: foran1njury in,·oh·inE lh l • • ••, fTom .. ort.(lo5 column)) i, n,tnTd if nn·cs.>ary . Al>o ,.c,ify 1t.a1 th<" ,ou~I numb,,r of 
da;-, a"ay from "orl (log colurn11 4) o1nd / or da)·, or rc,1ric1eel "'°'~ a,11'11) (Lof .:olumn 11 ar~ rt'\:ordcd . A ,in11li1r r<"1 ic,. should I>< m,1dc for a i:.i,c "hich i, 
an lllne» "iah Lost Wor~dilys (induding Log columm 10. 11 and 12). PlcJ>e 1c111rmbcr th4l if )our cmplo)·<"e, t-,» of "orJ..dJ)> i, , 111i ,un1111uin@ a11he time 
the annual sun1111arl for the )'car i, completed, )OU shoulJ c:.11ma1c the numl><r of fu1urc "orlda)1 1hcy "111 lo,e and i1dJ 1h1> c,1ima1e to the a,1u.l v.orJ..diJys 
&heady lost. E.i.:h partial da)· av.a)· flom ,..orl, 01hc1 than the day of occurrence of lhc inJur) or on!>CI of illncH, ,hould be cn1crtd ~ one full res1ricted '"orl 
di<) , 
Abo , for CiiCh , a,c .., h,ch i1 an lllnc,s, miile 1u1e 1ha1 the appropriate rnlumn indica1in@ TH><' of lllncs1 I Log columm 7a-7J) is ,hedcd . 
After i:umr,lc1111f )our rnic,..· of the indi,idual cntric:. on the "Log", plca,r OlilH 5urc 1ha1 the "To1als" line ha, be-en .:omplc1ed b) summariz.ing Columns 
I throu2h 13 .,.-ordinA; to the inwu,11011, on the b.id of the "Loi" form . Thrn, cop) thr!>C '"To1.ils" on10 Sc:.:1ion VI of 1hc OSHA f\;o. 200-S ro,m. 
If )OU entered fatalities in columns (II a nd/or (8), plc.>e include in the ".:ommenu" ~.:,ion a bric( de>crip1ion of the ot,,e.:t or ncnt •hi,h cau,cd uch 
f,uaht) . 
flRsT AID 
1'111all,-, plca,c rcmem~r th.at illl injuries v.hich, in )our judgement, required onl) f'i~ Aid Trntmenl e-cn '"hen administered by a doctor or nurK, should 
no1 be included in this repon . fir,t Aid Trc.tmcm is defined as one-time irc.1mcn1 and 1ub~uen1 ob,erv.ation of minor Kralchcs, culi, burru, 1plin1crs, ~c ., 
"'hil·h do not ordinaril) require medical care. 
SLCl IO!'li \'II. COMMt:1'TS ANU IVE!'liTfflCATIO!'li 
Plu>e complc1c all pans including your area code and telephone number. Then return the OSHA No. 200-S form in the prc-addrcs!ied envelope. 11:EEP your 
file copy. " 
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APPENDIX C 
OSHA Recordkeeping Guidelines 
for Occupational Injuries and Illnesses 
Basic recordkeeping concepts and guidelines are included with instruc-
tions on the back of form OSHA No. 200. The following summarizes 
the major recordkeeping concepts and provides additional informa-
tion to aid in keeping records accurately. 
General Concepts of Recordability 
1. An injury or illness is considered work related if it 
occurs in the work environment (defined as any area on 
the employer's premises, e.g., worksite, company 
cafeteria, or company parking lot). The work environ-
ment surrounds the workers wherever they are-on of-
ficial travel,· in dispersed operations, or along regular 
routes (e.g., sales representative, pipeline worker, vend-
ing machine repairer, or telephone line worker). 
2. All work-related fatalities are recordable. 
3. All recognized or diagnosed work-related illnesses 
are recordable. 
4. All work-related injuries requiring medical treat-
ment or involving loss of consciousness, restriction of 
work or motion, transfer to another job, or termination 
of employment are recordable. 
Analysis of Injuries 
Recordable and nonrecordable injuries. );:ach case is 
distinguished by the treatment provided; i.e., if the in-
jury ordinarily requires medical treatment, it is record-
able; if only first aid was required, it is not recordable. 
However, medical treatment is only one of several 
criteria for determining recordability. ~egardless of 
treatment, if the injury involved loss of consciousness, 
restriction of work or motion, transfer to another job, 
or termination of employment, the injury is recordable. 
Medical treatment. The following procedures are 
generally considered medical treatment. Injuries requir-
ing this type of treatment are almost always recordable 
if the injury is work related. 
• Treatment of infection. 
• Application of antiseptics during second or sub-
sequent visit to medical personnel. 
• Treatment of second or third degree burn(s). 
• Application of butterfly adhesive dressing(s). 
• Application of sutures (stitches). 
• Removal of foreign bodies embedded in eye. 
• Removal of foreign bodies from wound if pro-
cedure requires a physician because of depth of 
embedment, size, or location. 
• Use of prescription medications. 
• Use of hot or cold soaking therapy during second 
or subsequent visit to medical personnel. 
• Application of hot or cold compress(es) during sec-
ond or subsequent visit to medical personnel. 
• Cutting away dead skin (surgical debridement). 
• Application of heat therapy. 
• Use of whirlpool bath therapy. 
• Positive X-ray diagnosis. 
First-aid treatment. The following procedures are 
generally considered first-aid treatment (e.g., one-time 
treatment and subsequent observation of minor in-
juries) and need not be recorded if the work-related in-
jury does not involve loss of consciousness, restriction 
of work or motion, transfer to another job, or termina-
tion of employment. 
• Application of antiseptics during first visit to medi-
cal personnel. 
• Treatment of first degree burn(s). 
• Application of bandage(s) during any visit to medi-
cal personnel. 
• Use of elastic bandage(s) during first visit to medi-
cal personnel. 
• Removal of foreign bodies not embedded in eye if 
only irrigation is required. 
• Removal of foreign bodies from wound if proce-
dure does not require a physician and is by tweezers 
or other simple technique. 
• Use of nonprescription medications. 
• Removal of bandages by soaking. 
• Application of ointments to abrasions to prevent 
drying or cracking. 
• Observation of injury during second or subsequent 
visit to medical personnel. 
Other procedures not elsewhere classified. The follow-
ing procedures, in themselves, are not considered 
medical treatment. 
• Administration of tetanus shot(s) or booster(s). 
• Hospitalization for observation (no treatment oth-
er than first aid). 
• Negative X-ray diagnosis. 
Reminder: Work-related injuries requiring only first-aid treatment 
and that do not involve any of the conditions in item 4 above are 
not recordable. 
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APPENDIX o: TOTAL CASE INCIDENCE RATES FOR SELECTED STATES AND FOR THE UNITED STATES, 1982 
Table D-1: Sequenced Alphabetically by Na11e+ Table D-2: Seq1.1enced by Total Case Incidence Rates. 
Total Total Lost Total Lost Total Total Lost Total Lost 
§!2!~ ~2§~§ Workda~ Cases HQt~Q2~a §!2!~ ~2§~§ Workda~ Cases ~Q!:tQ2~§ 
Alabama 7.9 3.4 56.9 Hawaii 11+4 6.2 86.5 
Alaska 10+3 4.9 75.1 
~2im~ 10.9 5.5 lH.O 
Arkansas 8+2 3+5 60.5 Alaska 10.3 4+9 75,'t 
Arizona 8+8 3.6 57.1 Washington 9.6 4.3 69+1 
California 9 .1 'f.2 61.3 Oregon 9+5 5.1 97+8 
Connectic1.1t 8.1 3.8 58.1 Venont 9.3 3.9 6'f + 1 
Del ware 5.1 2+5 42+6 California 9 .1 4+2 61+3 
Florida 8+8 3.9 59.'f Utah 8.9 3.1 51+1 
. Hawaii 11 +'f 6.2 86.5 Arizona a.a 3.6 57.'t 
Indiana 7+0 3+ 1 'f6+3 Florida 8+8 3.9 59+4 
Iowa 7.8 3+3 52.0 Montana 8.8 3.9 83.3 
Kansas 7.5 3+ 1 53.9 Nevada 8+7 3.6 57+6 
Kentucky 8.1 'f .1 71+9 Rhode Island 8+3 1.2 83+9 
Louisiana 8.1 3.8 82,5 Arkansas 8+2 3+5 60.5 
~2in~ 10.9 5.5 lH+O Connecticut 8+ 1 3+8 58+1 
Maryland 7+3 3.7 57.2 Louisiana 0. 1 3.8 82.5 
Michigan 6+7 3+2 59+0 Kentucky B+ 1 1 .1 71+9 
Hinnesota 7.7 3+4 58.1 Nebraska 0. 1 3,6 52+6 
Missouri 7.1 3+1 45. 1 New Mexico 8.1 3.8 76.6 
Hontana 8.8 3.9 83.3 Alabama 7.9 3+'f 56.9 
Nebras~.a 8.1 3.6 52+6 Tennessee 7.9 3.2 52+2 
Nevada 8+7 3.6 57.6 Iowa 7.8 3.3 52.0 
New Mexico 8+ 1 3+8 76.6 United States 7.7 3+5 58+7 
North Carolina 6.8 2.5 37.8 Minnesota 7.7 3+1 58,4 
Oregon 9.5 5+1 97+8 Wyo11in9 7+6 3+6 88.7 
Puerto Rico 1+ 1 3+2 77.1 Kansas 7.5 3+1 53.9 
Rhode Island 8+3 4.2 83+9 West Virginia 7+5 4+2 92+ 1 
South Carolina 6.4 2.3 41+8 Missouri 7.1 3+1 45.1 
Tennessee 7.9 3,2 52.2 Maryland 7.3 3.7 57.2 
United States 7,7 3+5 58.7 Indiana 7.0 3.1 '16+3 
Utah 8.9 3.1 51+1 North Carolina 6.8 ? C' L+J 37.8 
Venont 9+3 3+9 61+1 Virginia 6.8 3.2 50.9 
Virginia 6.8 3.2 50+9 Michigan 6+7 3.2 59+0 
Washington 9+6 i.3 69+1 South Carolina 6+4 2+3 11+8 
West Virginia 7+5 4,2 92+1 Del ware 5.1 2.5 42+6 
Wyoming 7+6 3.6 88.7 Puerto Rico 4+1 3+2 77 +1 
American Samoa 2.7 2.1 39.9 Virgin Islands 3.2 2+1 28+9 
Guam 3+0 2.0 29.6 G1.1a11 3.0 2.0 29.6 
Virgin Islands ~.2 2.1 28.9 American Samoa 2.7 2. 1 39+9 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
So1.1rce: 1982 OSH Survey 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX D (Contin1.1ed> 
Table D-3: Seq1.1enced by lost Workday Case Incidence Rate Table D-4! Seq1Jenced by Incidence Rates of lost Wor~.days. 
Total Total lost Total Lost Total Total Lost Total Lost 
~!21~ ~2~~~ Workda~ Cases ~Qr~92~~ §!2!~ ~2~~~ Workda~ Cases ~Q!tQ2~~ 
Hawaii 11.4 6.2 86+5 ~~![!~ 10.9 5.5 1H.O 
tl2if!~ 10.9 5.5 lM.O Oregon 9.5 5.1 97.8 
Oregon 9.5 5.1 97.8 West Virginia 7.5 4.2 92.1 
Alaska 10.3 4. 9 75.4 Wyo11in9 7.6 3.6 88.7 
Washington 9.6 4.3 69+1 Hawaii 11.4 6.2 86.5 
California 9.1 4.2 61.3 Rhode Island 8.3 4.2 83.9 
Rhode Island 8.3 'l.2 83.9 Hontana a.a 3.9 83.3 
West Virginia 7.5 4.2 92+1 Lo1Jisiana 8.1 3.8 82.5 
Kent1.1cky 8+1 4.1 71+9 P1.1erto Rico 'l+ 1 3 't +L. 77.1 
Florida 8.8 3+9 59.4 New Me!dco 8+ 1 3.8 76.6 
Montana a.a 3.9 83.3 Alaska 10+3 'l. 9 75.4 
Vermont 9.3 3.9 6't.1 Kent1_1cky 8.1 'l + 1 71.9 
Connectic1.1t 8+ 1 3.8 58.1 Washington 9.6 'l.3 69.1 
Lo1.1isiana 8.1 3.8 82.5 California 9.1 4.2 61.3 
New Mexico 8.1 3.8 76.6 Venont 9.3 3.9 64.1 
Haryland 7.3 3.7 57+2 Arkansas 8.2 3.5 60.5 
Arizona B+B 3.6 57.4 Florida a.a 3+9 59.4 
Nebraska 8.1 3.6 52+6 Hichigan 6.7 3+2 59.0 
Nevada 8.7 3.6 57.6 United States 7.7 3+5 58+7 
Wyoming 7.6 3.6 88.7 Hinnesota 7.7 3.4 58.4 
United States 7.7 3.5 58.7 ConnectictJt 8.1 3.8 58+1 
Arkansas 8.2 3.5 60.5 Nevada 8.7 3.6 57+6 
Alabama 7.9 3.'l 56.9 Arizona 8.8 3.6 57.4 
Minnesota 7.7 3.'l 58.4 Haryland 7.3 3.7 57+2 
Utah 8.9 3.4 51+1 Alaba111a 7.9 3.'l 56.9 
Iowa 7.8 3.3 52.0 Kansas 7.5 3.1 53+9 
Michigan 6+7 3.2 59+0 Nebras~.a 8+ 1 3+6 52.6 
P1.1erto Rico '1+1 3.2 77 .1 Tennessee 7.9 3.2 52+2 
Tennessee 7.9 3.2 52.2 Iowa 7.8 3.3 52.0 
Virginia 6.8 3.2 50.9 Utah 8.9 3.i 51+1 
Indiana 7.0 3.1 46.3 Virgirtia 6+8 3.2 50.9 
Kansas 7.5 3.1 53.9 Indiana 7.0 3.1 116. 3 
Hisso1.1ri 7 .... 3.1 'l5.1 Missouri 7.'t 3+ 1 't5+1 
Del ware 5.'t 2+5 '12+6 Del ware 5.4 ? C" L.+J 't2+6 
North Carolina 6.8 ,, C" '-•'-' 37.8 Sooth Carolina 6.4 2+3 'tt.8 
So1.1th Carolina 6.4 2+3 '11+8 A11erican Sa1oa 2.7 2.1 39.9 
A1erican Samoa 2+7 2.1 39.9 North Carolina 6.8 2.5 37.8 
Virgin Islands 3.2 2.1 28.9 G1_1a11 3+0 2+0 29.6 
Guam 3+0 2.0 29t6 Virgin Islands 3.2 2.1 28.9 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Source! 1982 OSH S1.1rvey 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX E: COMPUTING INCIDENCE RATES FOR AN INDIVIDUAL ESTABLISHMENT 
Occupational injury and illness incidence rates may be calculated for an individual 
establishment by using the same formula used to compute industry-wide incidence rates from 
the Annual Occupational Injuries and Illnesses Survey. The establishment's experience may 
then be compared with the overall rates for other units in the same industry in Maine or 
elsewhere in the United States. 
The forumla for computing a total case incidence rate is: 
NUMBER OF INJURIES AND ILLNESSES x 200,000 
---------------------------------------=INCIDENCE RATE 
TOTAL EMPLOYEE HOURS WORKED 
This incidence rate represents the number of total recordable cases - the sum of 
fatalities, lost workday cases, and nonfatal cases without lost workdays - occurring per 
200,000 hours of work exposure (the equivalent of 100 employees working an average of 
2,000 hours per year, 40 hours weekly for 50 weeks annually). 
The correct totals are most easily obtained by referring to your file copy of the 
Occupational Injuries and 11 lnesses Survey form (OSHA No. 200-5). For the NUMBER OF 
RECORDABLE INJURIES AND ILLNESSES, see Section VI of the OSHA No.200-5; and for TOTAL 
EMPLOYEE HOURS WORKED, see Section 11 of the OSHA No. 200-5. If your company was not 
selected to be surveyed in 1983, refer to Log and Summary of Occupational Injuries and 
Illnesses (OSHA No.200). 
Incidence rates may be computed separately for injuries, illnesses, lost workday cases, 
nonfatal cases without lost workdays, or the number of lost workdays. Simply replace the 
number of injuries and illnesses in the formula given above with the appropriate total 
from the OSHA No. 200-5 for the measure for which the rate is being computed. 
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APPENDIX F: MAINE'S ON-SITE ,JOB SAFETY & HEALTH CONSULTATION PROGRAM 
... provides you with a cost-free safety and health inspection without penalty provisions, 
and a confidential written report . 
.. . provides a pre-construction review of plans or specifications for potential safety and 
health problems . 
... provides you with equipment and laboratory assistance to measure potential safety and 
health problems . 
... provides safety and health alternative correction action to assist in complying with 
OSHA citations . 
.. . provides safety and health inspections of only those areas in your establishment 
specified by you. 
The Maine job safety and health consultation program began in 1978 to help 
employers, primarily small employers, maintain a safe workplace by understanding and 
complying with OSHA regulations. This is a cost-free and penalty-free program conducted 
under a contract between the Maine and the U.S. Departments of Labor. 
The consultant will first meet with you to explain the procedures and to update 
you on OSHA activities. Then, the consultant will inspect your workplace and will note 
any violations of rules and potential hazards. You are encouraged, but not required, to 
have worker representatives participate. 
When the inspection is completed, the consultant will review the findings with 
you, including how the standards apply to the workplace, which OSHA rules you may be 
violating, and ways to correct the deficiencies. The consultant also can help you 
interpret the standards and inform you of other available resources, or to aid you in 
correcting safety and health problems. 
Later, you will receive a written technical report covering the information given 
you during the visit, including the specific rules which apply and ways to correct 
violations. 
If you would like more information on this program or would like to request a 
consultation, call the Bureau of Labor Standard's Safety Division at 289-2591 or write to 
them at Station 45, Augusta ME 04333. 
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APPENDIX G: GLOSSARY 
Average lost workdays per lost workday case: The number of lost workdays divided by the 
number of lost workday cases. 
Days away from work: The number of days (consecutive or not) the employee would have 
worked but was absent from work because of occupational injury or i I lness. The number of 
days away from work does not include the day of injury or the onset of i Hness. 
Days of restricted work activity: The number of workdays (consecutive or not) on which 
because of injury or i I lness (1) the employee was assigned to another job on a tempory 
basis, or (2) the employee worked at permanent job less than ful I time, or (3) the 
employee worked at a permanently assigned job but cou Id not perform al I duties normally 
connected with it. 
Employment-size Group: Establishments with a specified range of average employment. 
Establishment: A single physical location where business is conducted or where services or 
industrial operations are performed. Where distinctly separate activities are performed 
at a single physical location, such as construction activities operated from the same 
physical location as a lumber yard, each activity shal I be treated as a separate 
establishment. 
First Aid Treatment: A one-time treatment and subsequent observation of minor scratches, 
cuts, burns, splinters, etc., which do not ordinarily require medical care. See Appendix 
c. 
Incidence rate: The number of injuries and illnesses, or lost workdays experienced by 100 
full-time workers. See Section II and Appendix E. 
Industry Division - see Standard Industrial Classification 
Industry Group - see Standard Industrial Classification 
Lost workdays: The sum of days away from work and days of restricted work activity, see 
above. The number of lost workdays does not include the day the injury occurred or the 
day the illness was discovered. 
Medical treatment: Includes treatment adminstered by a physician or by registered 
professional personnel under the standing orders of a physician. However, medical 
treatment does NOT include first- aid treatment (one-time treatment and subsequent 
observation of minor scratches, cuts, burns, splinters and so forth, which do not 
ordinarily require medical care) even though provided by a physican or registered 
professional personnel. See Appendix C. 
Occupational fatality: Death resulting from a traumatic accident or an exposure in the 
work environment. 
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APPENDIX G (Continued) 
Occupational illness: Any abnormal condition or disorder, other than one resulting from an 
occupational injury, caused by exposure to environmental factors associated with 
employment. It includes acute and chronic illnesses or diseases which may be caused by 
inhalation, absorption, ingestion, or direct contact. and which can be included in the 
categories I isted below. The following categories are used by employers to classify 
recordable occupational i 11 nesses: 
(7a) Occupational skin diseases or disorders - Examples: Contact dermatitis, 
eczema, or rash caused by primary irritants and sensitizers or poisonous plants; 
oil acne; chrome ulcers; chemical burns or inflammations; etc. 
(7b) Dust diseases of the lungs (pneumoconioses) - Examples: Silicosis, 
asbestosis, coal worker's pneumoconiosis, byssinosis, siderosis, and other 
pneumoconioses. 
(7c) Respiratory conditions due to toxic agents - Examples: Pneumonitis, 
pharyngitis, rhinitis or acute congestion due to chemicals, dusts, gases or fumes; 
farmer's lung; etc. 
(7d) Poisoning (systemic effects of toxic materials) - Examples: poisoning by 
lead, mercury, cadmium, arsenic, or other metals; poisoning by carbon monoxide, 
hydrogen sulfide or other gases; poisoning by benzol, carbon tetrachloride, or 
other organic solvents; poisoning by insecticide sprays such as parathion, lead 
arsenate; poisoning by other chemicals such as formaldehyde, plastics and resins; 
etc. 
(7e) Disorders due to physical agents (other than toxic materials) - Examples: 
Heatstroke, sunstroke, heat exhaustion and other effects of environmental heat; 
freezing, frostbite and effects of exposure to low temperatures; caisson disease; 
effects of ionizing radiation (isotopes, X-rays, radium); effects of nonionizing 
radiation (welding flash, ultraviolet rays, micro-waves, sunburn); etc. 
(7f) Disorders associated with repeated trauma - Examples: Noise-induced hearing 
loss; synovitis, tenosynovitis, and bursitis. Raynaud's phenomena; and other 
conditions due to repeated motion, vibration, or pressure. 
(7g) All other occupational i II nesses - Examples: Anthrax, brucellosis, 
infectious hepatitis, malignant and benign tumors, food poisoning, histoplasmosis, 
coccidioidomycosis, etc. 
Occupational injury: Any injury such as a cut, fracture, sprain, amputation, etc., which 
results from a work accident or from exposure involving a single incident in the work 
environment. 
Publishable industry level: An industry level (Division, Group, etc.) for which (1) 
average employment exceeded 1,500 during the survey year, and (2) no one firm or smal I 
number of firms so dominated the industry so as to hazard the guaranteed confidentiality 
of OSH Survey data. 
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APPENDIX 6 (Continued) 
Recordable occupational injuries and illnesses: Any occupational injuries or illnesses 
which result in (1) FATALITIES, regardless of the time between the injury and death, or 
the length of the i I lness; or (2) LOST WORKDAY CASES, other than fatalities, that result 
in lost workdays; or (3) NONFATAL CASES WITHOUT LOST WORKDAYS, which result in transfer 
to another job or termination of employment, or require medical treatment, or involve loss 
of consciousness or restriction of work or motion. This third category also includes any 
diagnosed occupational illnesses which are reported to the employer but are not classified 
as fatalities or lost workday cases. 
Report form: The OSHA No. 200-S survey questionnaire used as the data collection vehicle 
for the OSH Survey. See Appendix 8. 
SIC - see Standard Industrial Classification 
Standard Industrial Classification: A classification system developed by the Office of 
Statistical Standards, Executive Office of the President'\Office of Management and Budget 
for use in the classification of establishments by type of activity in which they are 
engaged. Each establishment is assigned an industry code for its major activity which is 
determined by the product, group of products, or services rendered. Establishments may be 
classified in 2-digit, 3-digit, or 4-digit industries, according to the degree of 
information avai I able. An industry division is the broadest level (other than the total · 
private sector) at which estimation is performed in the OSH Survey in Maine, and is 
identified by a range of SIC codes. (SIC's 20 thru 39 represent the manufacturing 
Division, for example) An industry group is identified by one 2-digit code. 
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APPENDIX H; COMMENTS FORM 
Your comments about this material will help us to improve it. We are interested in any 
feedback concerning its usefulness, accuracy, organization, and completeness. Requests 
for additional copies will be filled subject to availability. See Appendix I. Requests 
for further detai Is on this subject should be sent to the Bureau Director at the address 
below. These requests may be denied due to confidentiality restrictions. 
Please indicate your position or title: 
How suitable is this material for your own requirements? 
__ Very Suitable Suitable Not Suitable 
What information not presently covered should be included? 
What information presently covered should be excluded? 
Additional comments: 
Please return this page to: 
Maine Department of Labor 
Bureau of Labor Standards 
Research and Statistics Division 
State House Station #45 
Augusta, ME 04333 
If you wish a reply, please include your name and mailing address. 
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APPENDIX I; ORDER FORM 
The following items are available without charge from: 
Maine Department of Labor 
Bureau of Labor Standards 
Research & Statistics Division 
State House - Station 45 
Augusta, ME 04333 
PUBLICATIONS: 
_ Occupational Injuries and llln~sses in Maine, 1983 
_ Occupational Injuries and Illnesses in Maine, 1982 
_ Occupational Injuries and II lnesses in Maine, 1981 
_ Characteristics of Work-Related Injuries & Illnesses, Maine, 1983 
Census of Maine Manufactures, 1983 
_ Directory of Maine Labor Organizations, 1983 
_ Maine Construction Wage Rates, 1984 
Labor Relations in Maine, 1983 
Booklet: Evaluating Your Firm's Injury & Illness Record 
Construction Industries 
_ Manufacturing Industries 
Wholesale & Retai I Trade Industries 
_ Transportation & Public Uti I ities Industries 
Services Industries 
OSHA RECORDKEEPING MATERIALS: 
_ Supplementary Record of Occupational Injuries & Illnesses, OSHA No. 101 
_ Log & Summary of Occupational Injuries & Illnesses, OSHA No. 200 
_ Poster: Safety and Health Protection on the Job 
_ Recordkeeping Requirements Guidelines 
CONSULTATION PROGRAM: 
_ Booklet: Maine's On-Site Safety & Health Consultation Program 
_ Please contact me concerning an on-site safety & health consultation. 
My phone number is----------------------
MAILING LABEL: 
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MAINE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
BUREAU OF LABOR STANDARDS 
DIVISION OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS 
State House Station 45, Augusta, Maine 04333 
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